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In

the pas t few years, I have
d iscovered that each time I take a
jo urney, the re is a ve ry p ronounced
'the me' o r lea ching tha t presents itself
in varied a nd mys te rio us ways. I
me ntio ned in the last issue o f ha ving
go ne o n a jo urney this pas t summe r
to the Quee n Cha rlo tte Is la nds fo r a
Na tive Ame rica n gathe ring. The ma in
leaching d erived from Be lla Be lla
was the necessit y, in this lime, fo r
facing con flict a nd co nt radictio n .
a nd the a lchem ical res ults of ho ld ing
the te nsion w he n immedia te reso lution is no t poss ible. I a m so tha nkful
to Be lla-Be lla, the Q u ille ute, Ma ka h,
Ho h' S' Kla lla m, Inte rna tio na l tribe
a nd my ex trao rd ina r y fr iend, Viola
johnson, fo r the preview!
In day- to -day eve nts si nce the n,
rarely have I bee n called upon so
d irec tly to ac kn owledge the ex istence
of un resolved confl ict in and around
me. Overa ll, the recen t mon ths and
the process of nav iga ti ng the chaos
has bee n u nique a nd u navoidab le.
The my tho logies of In na na / Ereshkiga l, De meter / Persepho ne have been
incalcu lab ly helpfu l. So is the crossc u lt u ra l mo tif of the Hero's Journey.
One Budd his t acq uain ta nce no ted
that w hat we are experienci ng is Ka li
e nergy. If you a re not familiar wit h
these my ths, check them ou t' They
are time lessly va lu able and
infonna ti ve.
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So, this volume is abo ut fac ing
confl ic t, co nt rad iction and fear, wi th
g u idance from o u r dreams a nd myth.
Abou t recogn iz ing the Shadow I dark
side. It is ultimate ly about developing
emot ional ma turit y.
The coming toge ther of this iss ue
is a s tory and a process in itself, that
weaves its ways through the past
twen ty+ years of my li fe . My firs t
in troductio n to the Senoi People of
Malaya was via a research pa per
w ritten by a woma n w ho had been
fu nded by G lide Memorial Church in
San Francisco. I was deeply
s tim ulate d a nd enchan ted . Over the
years tha t fo llowed- a lways quite
by coincidence- I wo uld come upon
more information and I or reference to
Senoi dream methods. Then I began
actively searching o ut more, especially when I learned that Ki lton
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Stewart was a Utaha n.
In October, as if in blessed
response to a ll of this, C lara Stewa rt
Flagg (Kilto n Ste wa rt's w id ow )
pho ned a nd fro m that conversa tio n
comes the interv iew o n page l:i,
w hich ques tions a nd for me, co nfirms, the a u the nticity of w ha t Kilton
Stewart s ha red with us a bo ut the
Senoi so ma ny decades ago. Ad d itio na ll y, Clara has g iven us permiss io n to re print some of Dr. Stewart's
o rigina l papers on the Senoi (look
fo rwa rd to this trea t in a fu ture issue.)
Wha t be tte r way, give n o u r foc us
in 1994 o n Cross C ultu ra l Perspect ives, to address ou r immedia te
cha llenges, than to begin the year by
re introd ucing the Senoi?
Not lo ng afte r Clara's call, La u re n
Boge- a lovely a nd se lf-ed uca ted
dreamer - pa id a vis it here in Moab;
she presented herself with a portfolio
of her dreams a nd Mappi11g the Dnw11
project tha t made my heart soar li ke
an Eagle. Duri ng our walk up my
favori te canyon, the bea u ty of her
innocence as rega rds her dreamworld
and lack of prejudice regarding
schools of though t, processes and
theo ries - ye t her sophis lie<:l lion a t
age 23! - was as refres h ing a nd
hope-full as a spring flower. Her brief
but mean ingfu l article is a sweet
exemplifica tion of the Seno i teachings, a lt hough s he knew nothing of
the m before o ur mee ting. (page 18).
T hen, Joan Reyno lds came o ut of
the sterling blue with information
about the most extensive and creative
work w ith children's dreams I have
ever beheld' Senoi practices seem
inhe re nt in he r approach and work.
This woman has created a vir tua l
treasure-chest o f dreams, drawing,
videos, casse ttes, etc.; materials she
collected in working with -17:i
c hi ldren in the Bay Area. Material
tha t has been gestat ing, awaiting the
right lime ..... lhe righ t p lace. She is
generous in sharing some of her experience with us through these pages
and mny be responsible for the'
developmen l of a new feat u rc <:m d I or
section in the Dream N e twork:
DREAMSHARING: With the Children. WELCOME and thank you , Joan!
Anyo ne who is doing dreamwork
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with c hild ren, please co ns ider s haring
your insig hts a nd experie nce wi th us;
let's do create a new di mension as an
o utgrow th /evolu tion of this iss ue!
True to his fin e na ture, Sta nley
Krippne r p rov ides us a 10 Facet
Model for g uide lines in do ing crosscu ltura l research (page 9) a nd
G raywo lf he lps us to comprehe nd the
va lue a nd necess ity o f chaos in the
tra ns form a live process. Enjoy Pa rt I,
(page 21) a nd loo k fo rwa rd to fu ture
ins ta ll me nts. Bo th a rrived right in
time; tha nk yo u, bo th ! And tha nk
you, joe Maso n, fo r yo u r o ptimist ic
a nd s uccinc t e ncourage me nt as
rega rds o ur abi lit y to mee t the
c ha llenges. ( NO FEAR! page 28.)
Int u itio n in d icates tha t we a re
very close, collec ti vely, to ha ving
l ravcrsed the deep jo urney thro ug h
the da rk side. W ha t is indica te d is
com mitme nt, cou rage a nd cheerful ness, honoring each a nd every
situation we encounter; recogn izing
Dlways tha t the T hou is One w ith us.
We have been ln:lVe ling th is
exy u isi le plane t for cen l u ries a nd arc
j11st beginning to learn how to trul y
communica te with one anot her. Now
lh<:ll history is being rewri tten to
accura te ly dep ic t the horrors we have
visi ted upo n nne ano ther; from na tio n
to nation, race to race ... it is clearly
lime for us to learn conflict reso lution
ski lls and teach fl'arlessness. What a
crisis / wha t an oppor tun it y'
" With our arms aro und the
agai nst the
fu tu re and our backs
past,"* e mbrace and cherish the
jou rnl'y. CHEERS!

•••••••••••••••
Etceteras:

1

Heartfe lt gratit ude to each of you
w ho sent Season's G ree li ngs\7
Your good wishes, e ncouragement,
gift subscriptions . .. AIJ! ma de the
Holyduy Season muc h brighter:
Will Phillips WINS the LOGO
co ntes t. Of co u rse!
Blessings to the commu nit y who
co ntributed to our Ethical Guidelines
for Drea msharing. We wi ll not
pub lish the 'Ethics' in each iss ue, so
please consider making copies to
share with others, for yo u r Bulle tin
Board, fridge or office.
Pl ease note that our mai ling
clddress has changed to PO Box 1026 !

v

*Moody Blues: Days of Fut11rc Past

EAGERLY FACING CONFLICT
In a recent dream.

It was late in the

pioneering days of the country.
The state we lived in was
getting crowded and many of
us had been martialled together
to invade a neighboring state to
take over some of their land. We
were not soldiers, just farmers
and regular folk but our leaders
were military types. Our
particular group was
commanded by john Wayne,
who stayed well in the rear,
spurring us on from an open
wagon pulled by horses. Most
of us were on foot, some on
horseback, others in covered
wagons. As we approached the
pass dividing the two states, we
were surprised by the
neighboring state's army of
settlers coming into our state,
attacking us from the high
ground of the pass. Confusion
broke out but the battle had
begun before our leaders could
organize us. Few of us had
weapons, so most of the fighting
was hand to hand. One man
came running at me, ready to
take me on; I was about to fight
him when suddenly l realized
that we were equally matched
and that if we fought, neither
would win. Either we would
kill each othe1~ or fight forever.
So, instead of doing that, I '[.Uent
around him and over to some
barricades that had been
erected. These were set up, not
as barriers for defense, rather to
keep the prying eyes of our
leaders away ... because people
of both sides were behind them

he!f ztiefcnTJightmg TN
only that but they were talking
to each othn~ telling how they
lived and farmed and they were
trading the seeds of their crops,
seeds the others didn't have, so
that they could all benefit from
the exchange! I was so happy;
this was so beautiful! lleft the
barricades and began
explaining to a young man
what was going on. When I got
to the part about how our
leaders wanted to organize this
affair by putting guns in our
hands and getting us to kill
each other, l began crying and
awoke, crying.
This dream has been an
extremely practical a nd valuable tool
for me. I'm seeing things in a new
light: conflicts within and without, or
ideas and / or peo ple, are inevitable.
. but now, inst ead of me rely avoiding
them, I eagerly look for the hidden
places where peaceful exchanges can
begin, where the seeds of o ne side
can help the other, where in the midst
of confusion, pain and death, love
and life do sustain and renew.
jan jaJ1Zen, Tofino, B.C.

Re: ARTICLE IN OMNI
For whatever else the Omni
article may have said, I understand
the quote of yours,"] believe in the
concept of interactive publication-"
This is the only magazine / journal
that I have ever had anything to do
with where I feel like the editor is
expressing a personal caring for her
readers. Each Dream Network issue
is like a let ter. There is a certa in magic
coming from the pages. Your
contributors are participants. You have made
the m feel that way and
they become tha t. You
have brought this o ut
in me, so you arc
c learly one of my new
allies on this journey
through the swamp to
the doorway leading to
a nothe r new day.

A WELCOME REGIONAL
CONTACT PERSON!
I' ve been here in the Adirondacks
with my family for a week's vacation
and am staying on for a few quiet
days of retreat by myself. Ah, the joy
of fresh lake breezes, piney air,
instead of pollution' I brought along
the latest DNJ and have been reading
it over lunch. What a wonderful job
you're doing in !>ringing we dreamers together: respecting diversity, yet
promoting unity. I can remember
discussing th is with you early on and
I applaud you for the achievement of
your goals.
l am most happy to be listed as a
Regional Networking / Contact
Person for MD / DC / VA., the Metropolitan D.C. area.

Rita Dwye1; Vienna, VA
The dream network-- the dream
comm unity-- is forming and will
continue to form on many levels
and in many ways. Thanks for being such a powerful and sensitive
catalyst! Ingrid Luke, So. Beach, OR
HALLOWEEN NIGHTMARE BASH:
HONORING THE SHADOW-SELF
Thought yo u'd enjoy seeing our
Pines Dreamers in action during our
2nd a nnual Halloween Night mare
Bash. That's me, 5th from the right,
with the "Ca t Ve:;t" on.
Our PDS grcup is glad DN has as
its e mphasis for 1994 Cross-Cultural
Perspectives. One of o ur members just
last week posed the provocative
question that none of us could
answer: "If the 'shadow' in the
drea ms of Anglos is often imaged as
' black people,' then what do black
people image as their shadow? White
people? Noreen Wessling, Milford, OH
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john Ashl,au;;;h,
Belgiu/11, WI
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FIRE IS THE ELEMENT WHERE
NOTHING LIVES!

she spends time discussing her
family and the material
possessions accumulated over
the years.
I then enter a bar. The
bartender gives me drinks. I mn
to drink them a special way.
Instead, I gulp them down,
much to his alarm . The whole
time, the feelings of loss,
helplessness, despair,
vu lnerability, abandonment,
sheer cruelty and terror, the
impossibility of continuing and
the necessity for doing so, pain,
agony, horror, utter aloneness,
are su rfacing powerfully and I
·want to fo rget- I want never
to recall -what I had and lost.
A man with a wonderful
sense of humor distracts me and
I think: "Wonderful! Make me
fall in love and I'll forget " At
the sa me time, I keep saying to a
woman: "Do you know what
just happened to me?" Then I
collapse with grief Tears are
streaming down my face and I
sob wildly and loudly.

I have just read Vol. 12 N o. 3 of

Dream Network almos t in its entirety.
For some time now, I have been
fruitlessly looking for a magazine
where the sole focus is dreams, by
searching through hundreds of
magazines in several stores in New
York City. I had almost given up.
Over the weekend, my husband
walked into a bookstore just before
we were to ente r a movie theater and
asked the owner if he carried such a
magazine. The owner replied, "no."
My husband, always checking things
out for himself, looked anyway. He
found Dream Network, showed it to
the owner, who said, "I didn't even
know we carried such a publication. "
The proprietor only had two issues.
One thing that dawned on me, in
focusing on the upcoming issue on
the Four Elements, is that Fire is the
only ele me nt where nothing lives.
Earth, Air and Water are elements
which support life. Furthermore,
these elements, except Fire, allow for
the maintaining of integrity of
substance.
To be transformed by Fire is
inimical of humankind. I find Fire to
be the most intense of the Elemen ts to
experience in a dream. One such
dream I had stopped me in my tracks.
I couldn't reco rd another dream for
a lmost a year, though l had been in
the habit of recording my dreams
regularly for ten years prior. This was
the dream, recorded on April 4, 1986:

Dream I look down on the
street and sec my car.
Something like a balled up piece
of paper lands on top of the car
and 1see the ca r destroyed by
fire. From another vantage
point, I am looking out and
seeing a building. Inside are my
husband aJ1(f children.
Suddenly, the building goes up
in flames and I am acutely
aware of having my family in
one second and losing them the
next. The shock to my
consciousness is so severe. 1
have never experienced such a
feeling in real life. I call a
woman to come over to talk to
me through my :,rrief Instead,

6

At the time of this dream, l was
not married and had no childn'n, so
in o ne sense, the dream he ld no
reality for me. But after I awakened
from the dream, I must have sobbed
for a couple of hours fo llowing,
aware that the feelings I had experienced in the dream seemed alien to
me. At least at that time. In fact, my
hysterical sobbing pulled my roommate from out of her loft bed in another room to come up the stairs of my
loft bed to comfort me.
Even the muted allusion to fire
can spell an awesome reality. For
example, I recorded this dream on
July 7, 1989:
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... Then somethin~
about us l,eing together and I
am shot with a bullet. I feel it
entering me and lodging itse~t
near vital organs. I am terrified.
Rob is trying to rush me to the
hospital. In the meantime, he
has been shot, too, but he has
not told me. So we both need to
go. We step from a back door
into a yard, at night. I have the
feeling that we are being

pursued /Jy Mafia. We head
toward a parked car I begin to
imagine that ~mne011e is in the
car, waiting Jill' TIS and that will
be our end. I see what appears to
be the fire from a lit cigarette in
the car. Terror almost paralyzes
me.
Rob and I enter this huge
building where we will sleep for
the night. /lay down, partially
hidden, almost nude. He sits up
to keep wa tch. A watchman
arrives on the scene, almost
discovering me in my nudity,
but Rob has managed to keep me
hidden away. The watchman
enters the elevator.
Next to us is a boy of two.
He is a wild thing. No family,
no friends, no place to stay. His
head is grotesque. And yet my
heart goes out to him. A family
is also nearby. Every time the
little /Joy trice; to relate to any of
us, he does so violently - like
biting the hand which feeds it,
but he can't help himself and he
tries to explain why. It is almost
like he is a distorted lens
through which everything
passes.

1

I dreamed this dream six months
before my 36-year-old brother was
actually murd e red in the way described in the dream. All we know is
some man rushed my brother to a
hospi tal. He was found dead in the
parking lot, shot once in the foreh ead
and the man with him absconded
with the car; then abandoned the car.
My brother had been strip ped of all
identification and wore almost no
clothing on a very cold night. A nigh t
watchman saw the license tag as the
car sped away and reported it. Two
children especia lly devastated, ages
five and fou1~ among others, survived
him.
The problem is I cannot see how
such dreaming would be relevan t to
o thers, except to present a convincing
case for dreams foreshadowing, perhaps, the inevi table, and in this way,
we are cushioned from too great a
trauma. [ do know that this o ne eve nt
has placed me on a precipice like no
o ther from which I hung suspe nd ed
until recently.

Though I would love to hear
what others have to say, I feel that
dreams where fire is even the least bit
alluded to should be taken very
seriously. Thank you.

Shona Brogden-Stirbl, NYC, NY
The INBETWEENER
from YUGOSLAVIA!
I can't thank you enough for your
letter and copies of Dream Network.
The Journal is a very important
publication and I'm glad to have the
chance to glimpse into its pages.
Yes, the whole world is like a
living organism. Yugoslavia's crisis is
part of the overall tendency and that's
just what I try to explain in my work.
We are one. We can openheartedly
share our experiences, our art and our
ideas with one another, since we are
part of the common pool of consciousness. Borders, countries a nd
states are just a reflection of our temporary beliefs and Yugoslavia is an
example of how bad things can be
when people are trying to fight over
their symbols.
I write articles and draw comic
strips based o n insights gained in the
dream a nd hypnogogic states. After
the war and crisis in Yugoslavia, I
have been more oriented toward the
international scene, since it is very
hard (almost impossible) to print
comics in my homeland, presen tly
under hard economic sanctions. I've
written Life Under Sanctions, which
is partially autobiographical material
and it touches on my dreams. I'm trying to capture the visual sensations:
dreams, lucid dreams, states of mind,
etc. What I'm trying to prove is that
we are creatin& we are communicating, we are thinking in all these
states. Cartooning a nd comics are
especially very good mediu ms for
presen ting dream experience, I
believ e.
I remember being aware of the
fact I was dreaming ever since I was a
kid, long before I heard the term
"lucid dreaming." It was something
that occurred sporad ically but was
always a lot of fun .
After reading Castaneda, I
decided to try and find my hands.
About two months later, I was
dreaming of wandering through a

lonesome town when I heard my own could realize the po te ntial of dreams,
thoughts whispering: "Hands'
the "world of crisis" would transform
Hands'" and I found my hands in the
itself into some new concept. I would
dream. The nex t moment, the scene
love to hear from other dreamers and
changed and I was standing in a
nrtists in the ne twork.
room, thrilled by my ability to move
I wish lucid dreams and great inobjects by pointing a finger at them.
between experiences to all of you.
It was great fun to watch a tea cup
Sasha Rakezich, c/o Gordana Basta,
levitate. Soon after this, I woke up.
Milowna, Glisica 11,2 Good Pancevo,
Once I had a dream in which I
Yugoslavia
saw an entire four-panel comic and
DREAMJOURNALING
this inspired me to make a series of
BECOMES POETRY
as close as possible to the
I drawings
images of my dreams. This may have
As I began keeping a dream
become an influ ence on my lucid
journal in the la te sixties, the depth,
dreaming, because I have seen quite a
texture and meaning of my dreams
few drawing and designs while
became more enhanced . Many of
, those early dreams co ntinue to touch
practicing the "find-your-hands"
technique and I have taken to hunting I my life more than twenty years later
these images when in various dream
as, now and then, the memory of a
particularly vibrant dream slides into
states.
my thoughts like the memory of a
On December 25th, 1980, I
high school romance.
dreamt of standing in a room where
It is beyond dispute that keeping
I've never been. After becoming lucid
a dream journa l enco urages rememand looking a t my hands, I looked
bering our dreams with greater
quickly over .to a pile of papers that
facility. It also seems to encourage a
stood beside a square wooden table.
more lavish dream life. In addition to
On the top of the pile were two drawkeeping
a dream journal, I
ings of dinosaurs walking through
recommend looking for the poems
shallow water; obviously the ex that beg to be lifted from the journal's
tremes from an animated cartoon,
pages.
with peg holes in the bottom of the
I would like to submit my dreampage.
poetry for possible inclusion in this
In a more recen t dream, I entered
bold endeavor Billie Wilson, juneau
a train coach, met two people, a man
NEWS From SOUTH AFRICA!
a nd a woman and after some small
talk, I realized this must be a dream
A friend in the USA sent me Vol.
and looked a t my hands. Just before I
12 No. 1 of your fine Journal and I am
awoke, some man was showing me a
very happy to learn of the existence
design on a matchbox with a "23" o n
of this publication. The second part
it, so I drew that.
of Dream Network 's Statement of
Most of the cartoons I do now arc Purpose, i.e. 'We believe that dreams
from the images that come to me in a
are agen ts for change ... ' up to and
hypnagogic state, which I call "snova- including 'Enacting the dream's hint
titse" in Serbian. I have been keeping
can bring personal e mpowerment' .
track of these for a while and have
are totally subscribed to by me.
had comics published in various
I am in my eig htieth year and
Yugoslavian magazines since 1986.
three years ago, published my own
Right now, of course, is a hard time
book: Dreams: Allegorical Stories of
for us- the war has been catastroMystic Import.
phic for mosf periodicals of any kind.
Charles de Beer, Umtentweni, So. Africa
However, I have a comics a lbum
coming out this year in Greece, a
collection of o ld and new material.
It will contai n a special section devoted to my comics from lucid
d reams and "snovatitse."
I believe that dreams are a
powerful means of communication
and creativity. If our present cultures

I
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In Response to the Theme:

Cross Cultural Perspectives
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of!Dreamirtgfor 'lise in Cross-CufturafSttufies
by Stanley Krippner

For many centuries, Western
investigators had little respect or regard
for native healing systems. In recent
years,however, such prominent psychotherapists as Jeanne Achterberg(l985),
E.F. Torrey (1986), and J.D. Frank (Frank
& Frank, 199l)have found many native
healing systems to be extremely
sophisticated and to contain elements
that can be instructive for Western
practitioners, e.g., the use of imagination
and altered states of consciousness for
health and personal growth.

Montaf11J£ 'll{(man

~
g.
S>

~
1::

· \.<::~
~

~

~
~

~
StanfelJ 'l(rippner

I have compared the healing models of
several native healing traditions with
those of allopathic medicine, finding both
similarities and differences (Krippner &
Welch, 1992). Intending to do the same for
dreamworking systems, I located a model
proposed by Ullman and Zimmerman
(1979) that compared three Western
systems, those of Sigmund Freud, Carl
Jung, and Montague Ullman. I added two
facets to the model, and revised several
others to provide a better basis for crosscultural comparison. The resulting 10-facet
model still was useful in comparing the
systems of Freud, Jung, and Ullman:
Vol. 13 No. l /Dream Network
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1. What is the function of dreams?
A. Freud: To discharge repressed
instinctual responses.
B. Jung: To disclose unacknowledged aspects of the self.
C. Ullman: To serve as a n a d aptive form of consciousness during
s leep.
2. What motivates people to recall
their dreams?
A. Freud: People ofte n try not to
recall dreams beca use they contain
repressed ma terial, but in psychoa nalysis, the dream is the "royal road
to the unconscio us" a nd he lps people
to unders tand their personal psyc hodynamics, e.g., the role of wish
fulfillmen t in dreams .
B. Jung: By recalling dreams,
peo ple can work toward individuatio n, e.g., by unders ta nding how, in
dreams, they compe nsa te for the
undeveloped pa rts of their psyche.
C. Ullman: Th ro ugh dream
recall, dreamers can become awa re of
their waking life predicament and
their feelings abou t it.
3. What is the source of dreams?
A. Dreams come from the unconscious, which contain s repressed
d esires.
B. Dreams come from the unconscious, which contains the undeveloped aspects o f the psyche.
C. Drea ms come from the unconscious, which consists of material that
dreamers ignore or re press.
4. What is the language of dreams?
A. Imagery is the la nguage of
the unconscio us and of dreams.
B. Image ry is the language of
the unconscious a nd of dreams.
C. Imagery is a vehicle for ex pressing dream conten t a nd feeling as visual me tap ho rs.
5. Are dream symbols universal?
A. Sex ual symbols occur, in vario us forms, in all cultures.
B. Archetypal symbols are universal, personal symbo ls are not.
C. There are no universal symbols;
dream imagery is rooted in one's daily
experience a nd in one's c ulture.
6. What is the roJe of one's current
life situation in dreams?
A. Day residue touches off memories of an earlier conflict.
B. Day residue opens up undevelo ped parts of the psyche.
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C. Day residue opens up issues not
a ttended to while awake.
7. What techniques are used
to work with dreams?
A. Free association is used in
dreamworking.
B. Free association a nd ampli fication
are used in dreamwork.ing.
C. Dreamworking assesses dream
metaphors through the ex ploratio n o f
the associative context.
8. What is the role of the
dream worker?
A. Psychoanalysts te ll drea me rs
the ir dreams' meanings.
B. Psychotherapis ts funct io n as
guides.
C. Psychotherapists and other
dreamworke rs functio n as g uid es but
the drea me r is the final felt au thority
rega rding the dream's meaning. ·
9. What role do dreams play
in the culture?
A. Dreams reflect a culture's repressed ma terial.
B. Dreams reflect a culture's mythic a rche types.
C. Dreams are socially gro unded in
the cu lture and reflect unsolve d social
as well as personal issues.
JO. How are anomalous
dreams viewed?
A. Anomalous dreams are s ubject
to the same psychodynamics as o ther
dreams.
B. Anomalous dreams re flec t
archetypa l material and synch ronicHies.
C. Anomalous dreams are va luable
resources, e.g., in understanding
e motiona l inte ractions.
When doing archival or fie ld
research with indigenous groups,
this mod ified Ullman-Zimmerman
model can be used to advantage.
However, it is important to try to
differentiate"function" and
"motive." The "function" of the
dream migh t be conceptualized as
adap tive (e.g., to assist the myeliniza tion of nerve cells, to develop the
eyes' binocularity) or informational
(e.g., to assist in problem-solving, to
bring new information to the dreamer). The "motive" to recall one's
dreams might be to find game during
the hunt, to make contact with
deceased relatives, or to receive
direction as to one's vocation.
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"Function " refers to the operation of
the to tal human organism within a
g iven historical and geographical
contex t, w hile" motive" refers to
more specific persona l and community goa ls. Ofien the re will be more
tha n o ne function and mo re tha n o ne
motive. In addition, there might be a
{natural} function of drea ming (e.g.,
vigila nce during the night) and an
overlaid fun ction (e.g., humans have
learned to use dreams as na tural
healing mechanisms).
In identifying the source of
dreams, the Western concept o f the
unco nscious may be comparable in
some ways to the "s pirit rea lm," the
"other world," or o ther purported
realities of which the dreamer is
us ua lly unawa re during wakefu lness.
The lang uage of the drea m can be
described in terms of dream images as
aspec ts of human imagina tion or as
ac tua l characters cmd even ts that exist
in a parallel or non-ordinary reality.
The drea mer's life si tuation often
needs to be studied in terms o f
community concerns, e.g., hunting,
harves ting, fighting, worshiping.
Techniques of working with
dreams may include both individual
a nd g roup dreamwork, if both are
present in a given system. The dreamwo rke rs in native cultures might be
sha mans, mediums, p riests, priestesses, etc. Native dreamworking
techniques would include those
carried o ut by th•~ tribal practitioner,
the family, or the community as a
whole. Dreamworking often plays a
more important role in native societies
than in Western culture, as do anoma lous drea ms. It is no surprise that
these two face ts were omitted by
Ullman and Zimmerman; I added
them beca use of their ubiquitous
prese nce in native drectmworking
sys te ms.
As an example of how the modified Ullman-Zimmerman model can be
used cross-cuil urally, I read accoun ts
of the way dreams were used by the
Maricopa tribe. Located in southeastern California, and a member of the
Hokan-Yuman linguistic group, the
Maricopa Indians lived in domed bark,
tha tched, or hid e houses. When the
Europeans arrived in North America,
the Maricopa cultivated maize but also
gai ned sustenance from a va ri ety of
w ild plants and game (Yenne, 1986).
At the heart of the Maricopa culture

was the dream experience. Spier (1970)
remarks that "it was th e one thing of
which they constantly talked, the
[most] significant aspect of their
life ... .Dream experience was at the
bottom of all success in life, and as
such [was] their constant preoccupation. Learning was replaced by
drea ming" (p. 236). The way that
dreams were used by the Maricopa
responds to each of the questions
proposed by the modified UllmanZimmerman model:

1. {What is the function of
dreams?} Dreams were believed to be
nighttime adventures that expressed
"spirit, " i.e., supernatural power.
2. {What motivates people to
recall their dreams?} It was held that
dreams bestowed special abilities (e.g.,
to heal, to hunt);dreams often produced sacred songs and, rarely, entire
song cycles. Dreams enabled guardian
spirits to interact with the dreamec
Dreams predicted the future so that
the dreamer could attempt to avoid or
exploit the forthcoming event. Dreams
indicated the degree of success the
dreamer might expect in his or her life.
3. {What is the source of dreams?}
It was believed that one's soul was
"taken out" by powe r animals or
spirits during dreaming to a "dream
world," the source of dreams. Songs,
cures, future events, e tc., were revealed to the soul during dreaming.
4. {What is the language of
dreams?} It was thought that dream
images were entities from the "dream
world" that depicted dreamers' potential abilities, forthcoming circumstances, e tc. For example, dream images of
Eagle indicated that the dreamer could
become a great singer, of Buzzard or
Coyote to become a healer, of Mockingbird to become an orator, of Frog to
become a sorcerer, of Crow to become
a thief. lt was believed that men who
dreamed of a certain mountain would
become "Berdaches" (i.e., transvestites)
and that dreams of birds fighting each
other meant that the dreamer would
become sick.
5. {Are dream symbols universal?}
Mea nings of dream images were the
same for all tribal members, but there
could be multiple meanings for some
images, e.g., Buzzard could reveal an
enemy's location as we ll as disclose
cures.

6. {What is the role of one's life
situation in dreams?} Dreams co uld be
rehearsals for life events, e.g., pregna ncy. One's success depended on
dreaming, but it was believed that
children wh o dreamed too much
might experie nce a sex change. The
Maricopa took the position that most
of their dreams dealt more with the
contemporary scene than with tribal
myths.
7. {What techniques are used to
work with dreams?} Dreams were
frequently discussed among friends.
When dreamers told their dreams, they
would begin by mentioning the song
from their dream,if one was present.
Later, song cycles would review
important individual dreams for the
benefit of th e· entire community.
8. {What is the role of the
dreamworker?} The shaman a nd the
song leader were the tribal authorities
on dreams, and would discuss dreams
with tribal members. The shaman was
considered the expe rt regarding the
cultural meanings of dreams, but both
practitioners would frequently dream
songs themse lves, and would decide
what songs o f o ther dreamers would
be incorporated into song cycles. However, a dreamer would not revea l a
dream to anyone e lse if the dream
involved a spirit visitation over a long
p e riod of tim e; the dreamer would be
trained as a warrior, an orator, or a
membe r of some other vocation during
sleep. It was only after the spirits pronounced their preparation comp lete
that the dreamer could use th e powers
they granted .
9. {What role do dreams play in
the culture?} It was held that spirits
only manifes t themselves in dreams,
and that they-gra nt specific powers to
dreamers who are conscientious and
prepared. More than any other activity, dreams es tablished and reinforced
the unity of th e Maricopa culture.
10. {How are anomalous dreams
viewed?} It was believed that supernatural powe r o nly comes in dreams.
The Maricopa used the same word
{cara'g} for "spirit" and "dream."
The educational a nd training
function by dreams among the
Maricopa demonstrate how malleable
the dreaming process is, and how a
culture can shape its members'
dreams. The social roots of th e dream
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have been discussed by Ullman (1960)
who obsl'rved how cultural myths
serve to make experience intelligible,
and that th e unsolved problems of
individuals in that culture are worked
with within that mythic framework.
Myths often come to life in a dream as
sources of support or as sources of
cmxiety, depending on the underlying
nature of the immediate conflict (p. 184).
This brief discussion illustrates the
value o f studying dream systems from
other cultures. It can demonstrate the
limits of social frameworks in which
the individual dream operates, as well
as the limits of idiosyncra tic e lements
that dreamers bring to their dream
experiencl·. It is easier to detect mythic
elements in the dreams of people from
native societies than from dreamers
from societies without a monolithic
mythic s tructure. In these cases,
however, the impact of family and
institutional myths may be detected.
There is an urgent need for more inform<ltion in these areas, and cross-cultural research can play an important role
in this quest. l.J:l
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A GUIDE TO CH/l..LJIU:N'S DREAMS

Moldy Angels & Golden Flowers
by Joan Reynolds

(Author's Preface) My interest in dreams and jungian
psychologtj stems fro m three years of study at the C. G. ]ung
Educational Center in Houston, TX and jour years of work at
the C. G. ]ung Institute in San Francisco, where I helped to
assemble the ARAS (Archive for Research in Archetypal
Symbolism) collection. For two years during the time l was
working at the Institute in San Francisco, l collaborated with an
analyst in training while I explored the dream worlds of 175
children at a private day school. My current plan is to complete
my manuscript on children's dreams and begin looking fo r a
publisher in April1994.

W hy listen to childre n's dreams? Chi ldren's
dreams ca n sound like nonse nse and for most busy
parents, a w aste of time, or simply something their son or
daughter chatters about. Watching a charming six-yearold girl playing jump rope and laughing with her friends
does not show her secret terro r of burning on an elec tric
grate in a subterranean cave, piled high with the dead.
Nor would o ne imagine, after seeing an energetic nineyear-old boy playing baseball, thdt he had been dreaming
of graveyards and horror for years. Drea ms like these
show us that there is another world, a n unconscious
world, inside each one of us.
Children's dream images bring an outer form to inner
fears a nd conflicts. Not only is a beneficial release made
possible, but also unspoken fee lings are revealed by telling a dream. Dream images that child re n draw harmonize
with the dream a nd allow freedom for creative expression. Childre n appreciate the fact that someone w a nts to
listen to their dreams and that what they say is important.
Telling a drea m is o ne of the few experiences a chi ld has
to be totally master and creator of something unique. A
dream can be told or kept secret. It is ow ned solely by the
dreamer. There are few opportunities for parents and
their children to share equally and personally in a n experience of the same kind. By a llowing a time to become
acq uainted with drea ms, parents and children a lso have
an opportunity to become be tter acq uainted with one
a nother.
There are many observations about a dream that can
be pointed out to help get a better understanding for a
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There are many observations abo ut a dream that ca n
be pointed out to help get a better understanding for a
child's inner world. There is a c hance to notice sad
feelings a nd unfavorable outcomes in dreams. As one
listens to dreams on a regular basis, changes can be
recognized in the positive or negative a ttitudes expressed
by the dream characte rs. The role of on ly watching a nd
only listening within a dream points toward a passive
attitude. A lot of ac tion and talki ng points toward a more
extrove rted attitude. Dreams of home and family can
s how how a child ide ntifies with the family s tructure.
Settings away from horne can show a more singular identification. These images are but a few of the many we can
wonder about as w e visit the world of a child's dream.

L ooking closely a t the drawings children crea te from
their dream memories is a very important segment of
helping children have a more detailed account of what the
dream was telling them. Do the people found in a dream
drawing have their feet on the ground, or are they lacking
a solid foundation? Are the trees s trong with deep roots,
many branches covered with leaves and flowers, or are
they roo tless and barren? Is the sky clear with lovely
white clouds and a shini ng sun, or is it dark and raining?
Do rivers and oceans s how lots of boats and activity, are
they storm tossed, or placid and crystal clear? And
mounta ins, do they appear? If so, what s tructure and
height is apparent? Do cows wander across fields and
bring the fee ling of nourishment and mother? Or; are
there wild animals that threaten and hide around the
landscape?

.7/.rtworl(_is from Joan 'R.rlJnofifs co(fection of CfiiUren 's 1JJeam.7/.rt

Talking about the many aspects of a drawing can
bring a heightened interest, not only concerning the
dream, but about the elements in art itself. Encouraging
children to draw dream images gives the child a clearer
realization of the dream memory. Inner fear images can
be translated into gray, green or black crayola monsters
that march across the brightly colored paper. Seeing
dream monsters come to life in this way can relieve
latent fears of these creatures.

Nighttime not only brings dreams, but often brings
special feelings just before children go to sleep. Many
times a child will not mention trouble about going to
sleep because it does not seem important. Some children
turn the TV on with the volume down low and watch it
until they feel sleepy. Others have big toy chests or
clothes hampers in their bedrooms and they crawl into
them when they are frightened and sleep will not come.
These con tainers give the children a feeling of protection,
especially if the top is down. They will sleep through the
night in these places of safety and never say a word
about it. A few children will read and finally get tired
enough for sleep. Many will go and get something to ea t
or just sort of roam around the house. A dog or cal is a
great source of comfort.
Night fears take on many different cloaks: shadows,
vague noises, strange sounds, w eird images moving
slowly and silently in corners, doors that open
mysteriously, lights that leave almos t before they are
seen and music that hangs in the air: There are feel ings
of someone or something watching from behind doors,
looking in from the outside of windows, peeking
thro ugh curtains and waiting on stairs. Some children
feel like they are going down funne ls and falling th rough
space. They see circles and colors and spots and flashes
of light, even, images glued onto the inside of their
eyelids.
A twelve-year-old girl told of being half awake and
half asleep when a ll of a sudden she had visions of black
or really dark blue monsters with white eyes. "They
would reach out and try to pull me into another world,
or something. I would get under my pillow because l did
not want them to get me. They looked furry and had all
sorts of scraggly stuff on them. They would reach out

and try to get me, touch me, turn me into things like
themselves. It would be just horrible. l would fall asleep
for a while and then wake up and see them on the wall.
They would move around and ea t some sort of fruits, or
food. They would look at me and move around. Their
eyes would stay in one place and look right at me. When I
shut my eyes, they would be on my eyelids and I just
couldn't gel them out of there. They would be in my eyes
somewhere. One night I hdd d dream that I really did go
into their world, but I got out through a crack."
A nine-year-o ld child told about pre-sleep visions: "I
saw these objects a ll over the room, weird floating objects.
They didn't look Uke monsters, just objects. Some objects
were floating and some were standing still, some were on
the wall and some were on me. There were colors, but no
ordinary colors, because they were all mixed up, ugly
colors. There weren't any shapes that you've ever seen
normally. I gel these visions usually after I've seen a scary
movie on TV"
Do monsters still live after they I· ave been brought to
the surface through telling a dream, C•r drawing a dream?
Perhaps a few lumber back down inlll the psychic labyrinth, but many stay living outside ueon colored paper. A
witch or two will fly within the darkened regions of fear;
still, some of those that rode their brooms out into the
light of consciousness will remain there. Looking at
nighttime images in the brightness of the day brings these
shadows that were difficult to see o ut in to a visible form.
Are these secret ot hers that visit the dream best left to
themselves to wander the darkened corridors? 0~ by
greeting the m a nd becoming acquain ted with their presence, do we pay them honor and lessen their feeling of
being strangers?

It

seems thai unchaining these fears brings more of a
healing re lease than a conscious confusion. The energy
that these fears feed on is made ava ilable for productive
use when not engaged in fending off a nxiety. There is a
re-channeling of energy. In the act of removing a blockage
in the energy flow, a transformative process is given life;
and thus, more li fe is given to the child . We must ask
ourselves if we arc willing to listen seriously to a child
who is explaining these finally found monsters in himself.
Time and patience are needed to tame these, now, outer
dream protagonists.
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R epetitive dreams catch the attention of a child and
these dreams are especially important to explore. Talking
with a child about dream ideas in a repetition can often
aid in recognizing a n inner conflict. A twelve-year-old boy
had a dream that repea te d itself about 30 times over three
months. H e had a terrifying experience and it triggered a
compulsive dream repetition. He had been badly beaten
by an unknown assailant.
The incident took place in a park while he was waiting for a ride home. The person who was going to give
him a ride home was late. He phoned home because he
sensed that an older boy who was hanging around meant
trouble. The line was busy a t the time he phoned. His
dream is as fo llows:

I kept dreaming of
how I could have got out of the situation I was
in. I went to a telephone booth and then he caught
me. I dreams that I should have called the police
after I called my mom and couldn't reach her. I
dreamt that I could have slithered around the
building to get away from him instead of standing
there. He had a chokos that he used as a weapon. l
dreamt how I could have got him back. I could have
used a bullwhip to get the chokos out of his hands.

In

contrast to the anxiety shown in the last dream, a
seven-year-old girl tells how beautiful her inner drama
was. She seemed a lmost to merge into her drawing as she
told the following dream:

I dream about a }lower.
Once there was a little, tiny egg- not the
kind you eat- and a little boy stepped on it.
A big giant stem started coming out and it
kept coming out and coming out. Seven dots
go in a circle, no, eight dots, one in the middle
and seven on the outside. Then gold came out
in form s of petals, no pink. Then, gold z.uent
inside of them . Then lots of lightning came out
of the flowe r and formed lot.-> of colors. And the
whole world saw the f7ower. That fluwer was
the prize possession of the whole world.
As she told this dream story, her head was resting on
her arm in a '!Yay that encircled the paper as she drew and
told her dream . She appeared to lapse into a timeless
moment of her own separate world - nothing else existed
for her. This proba bly was the most complete observation
of how a dream is created, other than having a dream
oneself. Even he r eyes had beco me dilated in spite of the
brightness in the room. It took a whil•? for he r to come out
of this experience and to place her atlention onto the outside. She gazed at this drawing and SJid that she thought
she would like to keep it, to hang it o 1 the wall in her
bedroom. And, this is just where it belongs ... with her.
Perhaps the flower seen by this little girl was the
same symbol mentioned in The Secret of the Golden
Flower, an archaic Chinese book of wisdom. Throughout
the ages, men have referred to "big dreams," those which
carry special spiritual significance, enlightenment on a
higher level. Through her dream, this child has shared a
glimpse of the spiritual realm that addresses the idea of
faith.
0
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This boy said the dream repeated the motif of trying
to get away, wha t he could have done and how to get
back at the attacker: The repetition shows how the fear
element can be met- the bullwhip with aggression and
attack, or the slithering around the building as retreat the two ways in which fear is faced : flight or fight. During
the actual attack, he reacted neither way. He was
overpowered by fear itse lf. He was held captive by an
emotion that could have been the very thing to help him
out of a difficult situatio n. The exaggerated repetition of
this dream shows how important it was for him to understand the conflict of his fear. In fact, after talking about
the dream, he could see the problem more clearly ..
and soon after the discussion, the dream no longer
plagued him.
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Marie Louise von Franz, a distinguished Jungian
analyst, stated: "Childhood is a period of great emotional
intensity and a ch ild 's earliest dreams often manifest in
symbolic form the basic structure of the psyche ... " \{/
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A Brief History of Kilton Stewart
and his Work with the Senoi People of Malaya
With Clara Stewart Flagg
& Allen Flagg
Interviewed by Roberto Ossono
(Editor's Preface: Cia ra Stewart Flagg
is the widow of the late Kilton Stewart, the
rna n to whom much of au r knowledge of the
Senoi People of Malaya is attributed. Alan
is her present husband and together they
have continued, since Kilton's death in the
mid-60's, to disseminate his writings and
theinformation he ga thered from and about
the Senoi in the 30's, 40's and 50's.)
ON: Is it not tru e that Kilton was
a Utahan and a Mormon ... and could
you share what you know of his early
interest in cross-cultural research of
dreams?
Clara: Yes, he was born in Utah
and raised a Mormon. His father was a
surveying engineer who often worked
among the Indians. When Kilton was
12 years old, he went with his father on
one of these trips and an India n
medicine man gave him a knife and
told him that by using it in his dreams,
no wild animals could attack him.
ON: So, it was a Native American
who first stimulated Kilton's interest in
dreams?
Clara: Yes, that's true. It was this
Indian shaman who first taught him
that he could direct his dreams. Kilton
had a terrifying dream of a coyote whose
tail tickled his stomach; the Indian told
him that when the coyote came in a
dream again, Kilton should let it merge
into him and absorb its energy. Kilton
did this and was never terrified again.
ON: Is it true, also, that part of his
ea rly stimulation grew from a fascination with Joseph Smith's vision? The
vision that was responsible for the
founding of the Latte r Day Saint's
(LDS) church?
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Clara: Yes, Joseph Smith's vision
did influence Kilton's interest. He went
to Nova Scotia o n a Mormon mission
when he was eighteen and learned how
Indians used dreams there. He went on
from the University of Utah with a B.S.
degree to study at the University of
Hawaii, the Peking Union Medica l
College in China and later at New York
University. The State of New York
granted him a lice nse to practice
psycho logy.
At the University of London he
wrote the thesis for his Ph.D. on Magico-

ON: Alan, were you also interested
in dreams .. . even prior to meeting and
marrying Clara?
Allen: Yes, I've been interested
in drea ms from high school and college
days, in the 40's. I read books abou t
dreams and wrote down my dreams. I
would get discouraged but would start
in again. When I met Clara, a year a fter
Kilton Stewart died, and lea rned of this
system of how to use, change and
educate your dreams, I got acquainted
with Clara really fast.
When I met her, I was the Executive
Religious Beliefs and Practices in Prin1i five ' Director of the New York Society for
Societies- A Sociological interpretation of General Semantics. The Society had an
Their Th era peutic Aspects, and received ex tensive program and 1 asked her to
his Ph.D. d egree. For his research on lead dream courses, teaching people
this theses, he traveled around the world how to use the nighttime symbols
of
several times and studied variou s their dreams. My
work in general
indigenous peoples. In 1933 and 1936, semantics
taught people how to use
he studied the Negritos of the Phildaytime symbols, such as language,
ippines, abou t whom he wrote in
signs, symbols and body language.
Pygmies a nd Dream Giants . He studied
After Clara taught dream courses for
the Yami of Bote! Tobago, an island off
the Society, s he started getting requests
Formosa and the Ianu of Hokkido,
from other educational institutions to
Japan. He discovered, in 1934, that there
lead courses and became very active.
was a group of people in Malaya, the
She taught ten semesters for the New
Senoi, who worked on and utilized their
School for Social Research, New York
dreams as a central part of their daily
City, several semesters for the Unilives a nd culture. He was introduced to
versity
of California at Sonoma and
the Senoi by H.D. Noone, field ethnoot
hers.
grapher for the Federated Malay States
ON: So Clara, it wns shortly after
. .. who had been living among the
you
married Kilton that you accomSenoi since 1931. Noone later received
panied
him on his world travels and
his Ph.D. from Cambridge University
visits
to
Malaya.
writing about the Senoi.
Is it not true that in Kilton's early
ON: At what point in his explo ratio ns, research and writings did cross cu ltural research he studied the
dreams of children? Was he exploring
you meet and marry Kilton Stewart?
Clara: ln the early 1940's. We were whether; in fact, there was a si milarity
together for over twenty years; he , in the dream scapes of children, cross
culturally?
passed away in May, 1965.
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Clara: We were there for a total of
e ncouragin g pos itive interac ti o ns
Yes. Whene.ver ~e went ! a mong childre n.
eig ht to te n mo nths, over a period of
: time. We went aro und the worl d many
to VlSlt a nd study a mo ng md1genous :
1
groups, he obtained the drea ms and
times, stu dying vario us o ther groups,
d rawings of bo th children and adults.
" . .. because they (the Senoi as well. We s pent nearly six mo nths
ON: Is it tru e that in his resea rch,
every yea r, o ut of the country.
People) had the most
he learned that - cross culturally ON: Was t hat time spe nt expeaceful and mature culture clu sively a mo ng ind igenou s peoples?
children have dreams of flyi ng and
fa lling and o fbeingc hased by monsters?
of any group that Kilton had
Clara: Yes.
Did he lea rn these drea m themes to be
ON : A nd your vi s its were
ever heard of. They had no
commo n to child re n aro und the wo rl d?
prim a ril y foc used o n their drea m
crimes, no child abuse, no
Clara: Yes. But the Senoi educated
practices?
murders, no prostitution. He
their ch ildren's d rea ms by suggesting
Clara: Yes. Tha t's w hy we wen t.
that in fu ture d reams the dreamer
ON: Why, if yo u v isited so ma ny
believed that the utopian
sho uld fly and use this energy to ex plore
nature of their lives was due d iffere nt gro ups, did the Senoi emerge
their inner wo rld, sho uld fa ll in spite of
as the prominent group abou t w hic h
to the fact that they were
their anx iety a nd find something useful,
Kil ton w ro te?
sho uld face their fea r of the mo nster,
encouraged to value their
Clara: Beca use they had the most
lea rn w ha t this image rep resents and
peacefu l and mature culture of any
dreams from the early ages
get it to help them.
group tha t Kilto n had ever heard of.
of two to three years old.
One client of mine said tha t her
They had no crimes, no child abuse, no
Little children had heard
g ra ndso n w as co nsta n t ly havi ng
murde rs, no pros titutio n. He believed
dreams of mo nsters going after him.
their older brothers and
that the utopinn nature of their li ves
She d id not have much money to leave
was due to the fac t that they were
sisters tell their dreams, to
him in her wi ll . . bu t she did have
ncouraged to value their dreams from
e
the approval of adults,
Kilton Stewart's theories of dream
the early ages of two to th ree years old.
so the little children wanted ' Little childre n had heard their older
education to leave hi m. So she got him
a rubber knife a nd told him: "This
to be the center of attention, brothers and sisters te ll their d reams, to
rubber kni fe can' t hurt yo u but it's very
the approval of adults, so the little
too. In this way, their
deadly to monsters in yo ur dreams.
children wan ted to be the center of
emotions were educated,
When you see a monster a ppearing and
a tte n tion, too. In th is way, th eir
he wants to get you, ki ll him wi th this
along with their
e motions were educated, alo ng w ith
knife!"
their intellectua l abil ities.
intellectual abilities."
ON: That's great! In fac t, I just
ON: Cla ra, would you be will ing
received a call from a new reader to elaborate o n w ha t is most impo rtant
w ho just lea rned of the Dream Network J;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;o;;; abo ut what Kilto n Stewart wrote about
and had never heard of the Senoi dream theories of the Senoi?
who has created swords for his child ren
ON: Would you share a bi t of yo ur
The Se noi believe that
Clara:
that they keep by their bed for jus t this experience in Ma laya?
everythi ng yo u dream of is a part of
purpose. They have a n incredib ly
Clara: When we got there, o ne of you. So, if I met you fo r the firs t time
ma tu re practice of hono ring dreams in 1 the men sa id to Kilton : "When you 1 you could become an image ins ide of
their family. I was very impressed, given ; came here before, your beard was dark me, a feminine part of me. When I drea m
this man has ve ry little familiarity with and now it's whitel" I remember that about your image, I ca n do anything I
sources you and I may share in common. clearly.
want to with yo ur image. Not with you,
Allen: The Senoi start to educate
It was very hot there. They built a the human person, but with your linage,
their childre n's drea ms as soon as the lo ng house for us, made of bamboo; it which has become a part of me and
children can talk. Kilton Stewart writes, w ent up very fas t. They welcomed us which I will try a nd use in the most
in one of his articles, that when a child by coming into o ur house and per- positive way I ca n.
has a dream with a helpful image of one for ming some of the music a nd dances 1
Your drea m image could help me,
of his friends in the community, the they received in their dreams. Though give me advice, co uld give me a story
dreamer shou ld ta ke a present to this some of the people said that they didn't - like Robert Louis Stevenson's drea m
friend whose image ca me to him in the tell dreams, there w ere still some who characters gave him stories. If I have a
dream. Or, if it is a negative image, the would share with us, directly or through dream about a murderer, I would want
parents enco urage the child to become song and dance.
to dialogue w ith that person because I
more friendly with the ch ild who
H.D. Noone had recorded their wou ld want to understand in w hat ways
appeared in the d ream. Perhaps he did music in 1941, now available o n the I am a murderer. Of course, a dream
someth ing that was misinterpreted by Ethnic Folkways Library record , murderer, in this instance, can be
the other ch ild, so this is a way of Temiar Dream Music of Malayn.
posi tive, because Icould get that part of
socially integrating the community. I
ON: How long a time did you me to kill off unwanted negative parts.
thought that was a wonderful way of spend living a mong the Senoi?
If the murderer wants to get me, I shou ld

.~lara:

i
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get him first ... because I, the dreamet;
should be in charge. The dreamer
should always be Numbe r One in their
drea m world. I sho uld be able to do
anything and get everyone to help me.
How this can help me in the 'o utside'
world is that I can mo re easily be
perceived as being centered and
communicating from an inner strength.
DN: So, by the time their children
were in their young adulthood, they
had learned emotional maturity
through being able to face their fears.
By contrast, in Western culture, we don't
seem to teach self reliance and responsibility. As adults, we have to
spend considerable time re-educating
and healing ourselves.
Did not Kilton find that the Senoi
children had learned to face their own
fears through learning to face the many
aspects of themselves?
Clara: Yes. Emotional education
is an essential purpose and foundation
of the Senoi dream practices.
We could also talk about colors in
dreams, as the Senoi viewed this. For
example, if you were telling me a dream
with colors, it would be most important
what you think about any given color.
Then I could tell you what I think about
these colors. It is always very important
what the dreamer thinks of the dream's
colors and the symbols, without
denigrating them. If a person says to
me: "Well, how do I know what is right
interpretation?" my answer would be
that the subsequent dreams will tell
you what meaning is working for you.
No matter what I, or you, or Kilton
Stewart thinks of the symbol, the dream
and the dreamer knows.
DN:
We could do a whole
interview on each of those aspects of
dreaming: colors, numbers, music,
sounds, written and verbal communications, etc. For this purpose,
however, what l hear you saying is that
the dreamer and the subsequent dreams
are the primary authority on the
meaning of the dream's content?
Clara: Yes. We can help, but the
ultimate authority is the dreamer and
the subsequent dreams. We must not
overlook that people are considerably
helped, physiologically as well as emotionally, as a result of working with
their dreams. There are many instances
of people being physically healed from
an illness as a result of having a dream

or understanding the mea ning of their
dreams. A woman in o ne of my groups
had an opera tio n on one shou lde r and
was preparing to have o ne on the other
shoulder, which was nearly immobile.
After being in our dream group for
several weeks, she told us tha t, in a
dream, she removed a vile of yellow
fluid from her shoulder and that she
then woke up and could move her ann
easily. Her doctor said she no longer
needed the operation.
DN: I'm sure you ' re able to tell
through the pages of the Dream Network
that we are convinced. It's rather ironic,
actually, that what you are talking about
as being a primarily Senoi perspective
on dreams, does agree with a good
number of prominent and well accepted
contemporary theories about dreams.
Have you ever done any comparisons
of the Senoi dream practices with other
perspectives, such as Jung, Gestalt, or.
Clara: Yes . Jungian, Gestalt,
Bioenerget ic and other schools of
thought have had me lead workshops
because all these systems have some
theories in common. l have found that
Senoi dream theories go further,
because the Senoi have been studying
and using their dreams for over two
hundred years and almost everyone in
the community was involved. There is
a big difference between studying
dreams in an academic setting and the
Senoi practice of using dream ed u cation
in a social setting from the time the
children begin to talk.
· DN: An extraordinary difference!
I've heard it said that we learn 10% by
reading, 10% by speaking, 10% in
listening and 70% by doing.
What are your current activities,
Clara?
Clara: We have a dream community here in Los Angeles with two
groups a week and a large group once
a month. We also do private and
telep hone sessions. I have a group in
San Diego once a month and I'm in
New York City every three months
conducting workshops and private
sessions. I'm a presenter at some of the
conferences of the Association for
Humanistic Psychology and hav e
spoken and have led workshops for
many groups.
DN: An active schedule and
important work. You mentioned that

you have plans, for establishing an
: institute forSenoi dream practices here
in Utah. Would you ca re to elaborate on
that a bit?
Clara: l have seven acres near the
Wasatch Range just so uth of Provo, UT
ThL<; land has been in the Stewart family
II for some time and is located adjacent to
, Robert Redford's Sundance CommunI
ity. What I have really wanted to do is
build a Kilton Stewart Dream Institute.
I I' m not sure when this will materialize.
DN: Needless to say, it will be
ex tremely exciti ng to Utahans to learn
that they have this incredibly valuable
person in their history. I believe there's
very little known about Kilton in this
state ... but his roots here and the work
that he did, are certainly something
: Utahans can be proud of.
In closing, would you care to
comment on William Doml1off's 1 book?
Clara: I would say that it treats
Kilton Stewart in a very negative way
and that it shows Dr. Domboff to be a
very jealous person. The same kind of
attack was leveled on Margaret Mead
after she died and there have been
i similar attempts to discredit Joseph
Campbell. Domhoff's attack on Kilton
Stewart were scurrilous. He did not
give adequate acknowledgment to the
great value of Kilton's work. Domhoff's
emphasis, in his book, was about Kilton
Stewart being a fraud, but everyth ing
Kilton Stewart said about himself and
his work was true. I have given
considerable thought as to bow negative
Domhoff was and what to do about it,
but I haven't refuted him because I
I don't want to give him the publicity.
Charles Tart, in his recent book 2 ,
' writes about "StEwart Dream Theory"
I and its value in learning how to develop
I friendly relations with dream characters, how dreams can become richer
a nd more useful in our lives and how
dream communities can help.
DN: Thank for you r willingness to
share with us and to both of you for
keeping Kilton's work and information
about the Senoi dreamers.
alive! 1}1
1

· e
1

I

I. The Mvstique of Dreams: A Search for
Utopia through Senoi Dream Theory. U of
CA Press, Berkeley: J 985.
2. Altered States of Conscio usness. Harpe1;
San Francisco, 3rd Edition: 1990. pp.202-204.
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Mapping
the Dawn ·
by La uren Boge

. / Mapping the Dawn' is the title of a project I am
currently working on, describing my personal dream
adventures. Dawn is the title of my dream world;
'Mapping the Dawn' ex plores the elements of the magical
world of Dawn, using geographical references to a
nocturnal dream "reality."
Dawn, as described in ' Mapping the Dawn,' was
created out of the struggle I had in childhood nightmares.
Common w ere dreams of falling, of being pursued,
challenged physically, mentally, and socially. Often my
enemies were monsters or cartoon characters. One of my
first dream memories was of seeing the Tasmanian devil
slice my body to pieces with a chain saw. I watched this
happen from camera view above a white stage of a n opera
house; my limbs falling to slices resembling large slabs of
bologna, my parents carrying my torso down steps as my
head rolled past. I was three yea rs old then.

I ran down the street past my house in terror.
An enormous dragon followed clu~;e behind, its large
clawed feet shaking the ground. My heart beat fast,
my mind raced as I tried to find a way of escape.
When I reached the end of the block and could go no
further, I whirled around and faced the dragon.
"You're just a dream!!!" I yelled. "You can't hu rt
me!!!" The dragon shrunk to the size of a small dog,
and the distant mountains opened to reveal a large
chasm. I grabbed the dragon by the tail, heroically .
swung it above my head, hurled it through the air,
and watched it drop into the mountain.
The chasm shut itself as T cheered in victory.
I had won! It was my dream.
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wasn't always easy remembering to confront
dream e nemies and disempower them. I became very
overwhelmed by many dreams and devised new means
of escape.
At five years I remember thinking about what dreams
were. I looked at dreams like daydreams and could see
that they were thought. It occurred to me that if I couldn't
hold thought, I cou ld end a dream. Whenever I felt stuck
in a drea m I would close my eyes tight, shake my small
body and yell loud and constant. No sight, no sound, no
thought. So I'd wake.
By co nfronting dream challenges a nd dodging some, I
eventually became skilled in lucidity. I taught myself to
fly at age six, change scenery by ten, and use magic by
thirteen. My dream world, (recently titled Dawn), natA tthough I don't remember; there must have been
urally developed into a geographic pu zzle. I could move
through Dawn by flying above and dropping down into
times my parents would come to my room after hearing
dreams. (Much like pointing a finger to a location on a
me scream, and tell me " they were just dreams." I was so
map.)
afraid to sleep! I constantly checked my room for bogeyDawn became rich and plentiful: a land of challenge
men and monsters und er the bed. I'd roll myself into
blankets against the wall, and peel my eyes for oncoming ' and adventure, possibility a nd frui tion. The enemies I
faced became teachers, gurus, gu ides; my confrontations
enemies. When my eyes grew heavy with sleep, I would
en ter the world of nightmares.
with them became lessons. I faced life's challenges by day,
as I did in dream by night: I co uld not be hurt by what I
Night after night I'd wake in fervent sweat, not wantcreated, I could only learn.
ing to sleep. I believed these things were real. I had to
What !learned to do in dreams as a young child with
fight, but all my four-year-old mind could think was "i t's
no outside aid or influence, gave me the confidence to live
just a dream, just a dream." Before I reached five years of
my life as I did in the richness and fullness of dream. t}J
age, that 'meditation' brought victory.
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The Portals of Prophecy
A Cross-Cultural Synopsis
by Iron Thunderhorse, aka Wm . Coppola

The

myths, legends, and spiritual teachings from all cultures of the human species has
evolved with the aid of prophetic visions, revealed to mortals in the land of dreams.

"If there is a prophet among you, I the Lord will make myself known to him in a vision;
I will speak to him in a dream."
Hermes led the souls of the departed to the other world, passing the village of dreams. In
the Odyssey, this dreamland rests on the outer fringes of the world Okeanos. In the Orphic
tradition Morpheus, the God of Dreams (and son of Hypnos / sleep) prosides over the "People
of Dreams" who advise the sleeping world of mortals.
The Egyptian, Orphic, and Pythagorean philosophies believed that while we sleep the soul
is freed from its bodily restrictions and soars upward to perceive and commune amidst higher
intelligences. The Iroquois Indians recognize dreams as "the language of the soul" and it was
Lost Star of the Maricopa Indians who said "Everyone who is prosperous or successful must
have dreamed of something."
It is held in the Mandukya Upanishad of India that one of the four quarters of Brahman is
the tayasa- the dream state - which is a type of preparation for the quarter following it,
called prajna, the consciousness of undifferentiated unity.
5'/rtwork__blJ an anon!Jmous fe{ww inmate
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History is full of accounts in
which dreams have revealed
unsolved mysteries and enlightened
the bewildered. "In a dream, in a
vision of the night when deep sleep
falleth upon men in slumberings
upon the bed, then he openeth the
ears of men and women and sealeth
their instruction." (Job 33.15)
Dreams can be mystical, prophetic,
visionary, or terrifying. Many
societies have produced classes of
professional dream-interpretors, who
decipher the dreamer's episodes
according to philosophical, medical,
and magical precepts . .. such as the
Brahamin aneirocritics, the Japanese
om-nyoshi, the Egyptian paherv-tep,
the Hasidic Rabbis, the Aztec cocome,
etc. The ancient healing temples of
Asclepius, where medical cures took
place, depended heavily on the
dreams of the sick.
Perhaps the most advanced dream
oriented culture in the world today is
a jungle tribe in the Malasian Central
Highlands called the Senoi.
Something in this particular culture
led Kilton Stewart (who lived with
the Senoi around 1935) to write that,
"The absence of violent crime, a rmed
conflict, and mental and physical
diseases ... can o nly be explained on
the basis of institutions which
produce a high degree of
psychological integration and
emotional maturity, along with social
s kills and attitudes which promote
creative rather than destructive
interpersona l relations. That
something was founded on their
dream philosophy."
The Senoi tribe taught that every
tribesperson should strive to master
one's own spiritual universe and to
demand as well as receive the
cooperation of all the characters,
creatures, and elemental forces that
ex ist within one's personal
dreamscape. They taught that these
forces are very real...and if they are
threatening, the dreamer must fight
with them, also calling on help from
the images of dream heroes of the
inner strength within. The Senoi
taught that dream characters are
dangerous only as long as the
dreamer remains afraid of them. If
the dreamer wins the dream battle
either along or with help, then the
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spirit of the adversary becomes the
dreamer's ally, who will help the
dreamer in future battles, both in the
dreamscape and in waking life.

through the cosmos is an experience
that can be consciously produced,
s uch as shamans do regularly. The
warrior, the soul, the astral body, the
hunte1~ the Bardo body and the
:J::===================i seeker become capable of perceiving
realities far beyond the bounds of
mortal
ken.
"Dreams can be mystical,
When awakened dreamers find
prophetic, visionary, or
themselves in the otherworld, they
are
usually bathed in a brilliant white
terrifying. Many societies
light, at first appearing to be colored
have produced classes of but later; when spiritual development
, proceeds, it radiates into a pure white
professional dreamlight. The source of this light is
interpretors who
cos mic consciousness.
The astral mind is capable of
decipher the dreamer's
traveling into the past, into the future
episodes according to
and into the intricate recollections of
man's first breath. The truly free
philosophical, medical,
dreamer conquers all fears of death.
and magical precepts ..
This is the touchstone, not unto the
soul,
but by the inner knowledge or
such as the
recognition that immortality is very
Brahamin aneirocritics,
rea l or dreams would not exist and
the Japanese om-nyoshi, become reality and vice versa.
The actions a nd objectives in our
the Egyptian paherv-tep, dreams
are no less real than in our
' real life experiences as they affect our
the Hasidic Rabbis,
psyche(s). This same paradox was
the Aztec cocome, etc.
experienced by Chuang Tzu more
than a thousand years ago:
The ancient healing

temples of Asclepius,
where medical cures took
place, depended heavily
on the dreams
of the sick."

Dreaming is a universal
experience, which occurs when the
human will is suspended and
imagination with the subconscious
takes over. A sort of spiritual
evolution takes place in one's
personalized dreamscape. As Patricia
Garfield so beautifully expressed it in
her book Pathway to Ecstasy :
"Imperceptibly, dream by dream, in
the dark of the night, we gradually
transform ourselves into the new self
that we will be tomorrow... "
As we become awakened
dreamers, we can learn to travel.
Flying and projecting the spirit
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"One night, I dreamed I
was a butterfly, fluttering
h ere and there, content with
my lot . Suddently, I awoke
and I was Chuang-tzu again.
Who am I in reality?
A butterfly dreaming
I am Chuang-tzu,
or Chuang-tzu dreaming
he was a butterfly?"
Which is real and which is illusion?
I leave you with the ultimate
decision. I.J.I

Iron Thunderhorse is the co -au thor,
along with Donn Lc Vic, Jt:, of Return
' of the Thunderbeings: A New Paradigm
of Ancient Shamanism, published by
Bear & Company, PO Drawer 2860,
Santa Fe, NM 87504. He was in prison, a
"political prisoner," in Texas at the time
of ils writing. No current address
' available.
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Abstract: Experiential therapy sessions and mysticism demonstrate that as we journey deeper and deeper into the psyche, we
eventually encounter a state characterized either as "chaotic" or void of images. In a therapeutic context, chaos is experienced as a
consciousness state- the ground state. This state is related to healing, dreams and creativity. Shamanic approaches to healing
involve co-consciousness state which lead to restructuring /1oth physical and emotional-mental senses of se~f
Dreams, creativity and healing arise fro m this undifferentinted "chaotic consciousness ." Dreamhenling uses images as portals for
consciousness journeJjS to facilitate transformations ranging from mood alteration to profound physiological changes. Imagery
(virtual experience) affects the immune system, activa ting psychosomatic forces, such as the placebo c_tject. Chaos-oriented
consciousness joumeys suggest these states reflect complex phase space; frac tal patterns, strange attractors, "the butterfly effect,"
sensitivity, complex feedback loops, intermittency and other general dynmnicnl aspects sugges ted l'y chaos theory. More than an
experientifll process, this is a philosophy of treatmmt - "Chaosophy. "

''I'm just asking you to hear yourself. Listen to what you're really saying and to what
you think you're saying. Control, control, control! When are you going to realize that
nothing can be controlled."
"We live in chaos; it's the central issue in everyone's life. Mack, look around you!
Everyone in this parking lot is struggling for control. And you know what it is they're
trying to control, each and every one of them? Fear - they' re trying to control their fear. "

Steve Martin, character in thefilm, GRAND CANYON

PART I
CCrr <~&frilw~ (:Cifu~:t<W~

e all instantly recognize the fundamental nature of chaos in our lives. The
archetypal creation myth posits that all originates in Chaos. We all" get it," intuitively.
But generally, we are enculturated to fear chaos, to hold it at bay through so-called
"control." Chaos is a very personal experience. We relate to it viscerally as well as
emotionally and intellectually. When chaos intrudes on our lives, we feel pain and
defend against that pain with fear, rather than embracing the chaotic dynamic.
In psychology, we have had the idea that we need a "strong ego," that we need a
stable structure in order to function and cope. But nothing exists in complete order or
complete randomness. We live in a chaotic universe. When we are "far from equilibrium," change becomes inevitable. Like a bifurcation point in chaos theory, the old
system either falls apart or emerges with a higher degree of order. Our bifurcations
(state changes) are personal crossroads, decision points, initiated by perturbations of
our systems.
Chaos theory applied to experiential psychotherapy shows us we actually need to
cooperate with chaotic dynamics, to enter a less rigid process of flow, submitting outworn aspects of the ego to dissolution, which increases our adaptability, helping us
evolve.
Vol. 13 No. l /Dream Network
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The phase space of non-linear
dynamics is analogous to psychic
space - our psychophysical construct of our experience of reality.
This complex inner landscape can be
mapped and has all the features of
phase space: stability, chaos, bif urcation points, and catastrophic
changes.
This virtual reality is the world or
virtual experience. The landscape of
information is richly structured with
attractor basins, valleys and mountains with peaks, saddles and passes.
And it is also hyperdimensional, containing a vast amount of implicate or
enfolded information.
This landscape (self-scape) can be
explored with experiential psychotherapy by faithfully sticking to the
imagery emerging from the autonomous imaginal flow. It is a dynamic
"ocean of active information" in wave
form, with which we can commune,
transcending conventional boundaries. The inner journey is one of
m ovement without motion - stretching and folding space-time.
Imagination is the voice of creativity. It is the primary way we experience soul. Creativity expressed in
imagination means experiencing multiple states of consciousness. There is
an infinity of realities and states of
consciousness. Imagination embodies
its own reality. It is self-revelatory.
Meaning dwells in the image like
consciousness dwells in the body.
We are learning from chaos
theory that, physically and mentally,
we need chaotic disorder to function
smoothly. Dipping into that disorder
shakes everything loose and a llows
creative restructuring to occur. Selforganizing systems, both organic and
inorganic, naturally evolve toward
the "edge of chaos." Many natural
systems develop their own dynamic
stabilities. Dynamic stability app lies
to development in chaos theory and
research shows tha t living systems
are naturally self-correcting.
Strength is a measure of what
force it takes to destroy or break a
rigid structure. True power, on the
other hand, is a measure of readily
available energy for immediate use.
Strength is rigid, while power is
flowing. Empowerment flows forth
naturally when we come into inti-
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mate therapeutic contact with our
stream of consciousness . This strc<Jm
is most easily observed as our dn:'ams
and manifests in our symptoms.
Water is a natural metaphor of
consciousness. The turbulent stream
of consciousness flows through the
labyrinth of the psyche. It is the
source of dis-ease and our healing as
indicated by its importance in the cult
of Asklepios, the god of dreams and
healing In Greece, the springs of his
shrine were channeled into circular
labyrinths, forming a concrete metaphor of the healing process. H ealing
"springs" from deep within. However, first the old rigid images must
be dissolved and the "universal
solvent" is chaos.
Dreams bridge the gap b e tween
the spiritual and scientific worldviews. Most would agree that dreams
are a truly chaotic phenomenon. Object of scientific inquiry and healing
tool of the psychotherapist, they are
firmly entrenched in the scientific
worldview, although on the fringe.
On the mystical side, most religions
teach that God, or the nature of the
transpersonal Source, is revealed
through dreams and visionary
experience.
Chaos theory provides a comprehensive metaphor for uniting physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
realities. Supreme insights are alwdys
metdphorical in expression. But the
relationship of chaos and psychotherapeutic effects may be more than
metaphorical and subjective. The empirical connection may lie in the mystery of the trLte nature of consciousness and creativity.

pre~~li~~~~~~
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One of the authors, Graywolf,
discovered a way to journey and
guide o thers into the deepest layers of
the psyche while practicing Gestalt
dreamwork and shamanism. Therapy
at its very best is a matter of changing
consciousness and so is shamanism.
ln dream guiding, all the ac tion lies in
going just beyond the boundary from
the known and comfortable toward
the fear and challenge.
Following the images below the
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ego dee per into mo re fund a me ntal
consciousness states, h e found that
clie nts could L'asily b e guided to the
leve l of ch<.~otic consc iousness with
ther<Jpeutic results. Mapping th ese
levels below behavior, e motionalmental process, belief syste ms and
mythic zones of image ry, be re fined
the techniyue and directions for
guidance.
Th is process (Dreamhealing or
Creative Consc iousness Process) was
not originally based on c haos theory,
but observed directly in working with
dreams, symptoms, fee lings and
healing. The theory came later as an
analogy for d escribing the observations. But chaotic dyne1mics may be
the e1ctual mechanism of its action,
rather than merely a metaphor of the
transformative process, as w e re the
hydraulic and cybernetic models.
Dreamhealing is not an interpretive or anc1lytical way of understanding a dream, but is a non-linear
consciousness journey into its healing
heart. Dreamhealing is not guided
imagery. The guide follows the autonomous flow of psychic imagery,
while guiding the focus to d eeper,
more primal image ry. Then, letting
go of that form <.tnd entering a ye t
deeper one, much like entering
deeper into a fractal image to find
yet deeper images.
In drearnhealing one "becomes"
the image which leads to sensing,
identifying , empathizing wi th the
essence of a color, shape form or pattern- then letting go of form. It is a
process of initiation: becoming, sharing, feeling, releasing, yielding, accepting, deepening, intensifying, surrendering, healing and integrating.
Everything in the dreamtime
occurs in the present tense; it is happening. But it is lined in a non-linear
fashion - through associationwith the past and the future. Becoming the image creates the experience
of a new s tate of consciousness, new
sensations, awarenesses, feelings,
visceral and kinesthet ic reactions,
responses, acceptances.
Dreams are chaotic by nature and
so is much of shamanic practice. Both
evoke the irrational and of i:tll the
healing modalities, these two reflect
chaos theory. The forte of shamans is
the dream journey or consciousness

jo urney, based o n the ass umed a bility
of that trauma permeate the life.
to ex pe rience multiple consciousness
The re may be multiple, or re-itew ted
states o the r than ordinary reality.
tra uma . T his deep existe ntial image
The shaman / therapist ac ts as
contains the essence of o ur dis-ease.
guide by e nte ring a co -consciou s ness
Chaos permeates o ur exis tence
state o r shared expe rie nce with the
from the sub-a tomic to universa l level
journeyer. This virtual ex perience has
and we react to it with fear and pain.
the a bility to create natural conseThe prima l image is revealed in the
quences of res ults in real-time. The
' o ngoing process of imagery: drea ms,
ex pe rience of multiple s ta tes o f co nsvisions, visceral reactio ns, symptoms,
cio usness leads away from egocenfeelings, beliefs a nd behavior. Drl•ams
tricity toward a biocentric pe rspect ive. are shaped by these ex istential images
A la rger sense of participation co unmuch as they also shape our lives a nd
teracts existe ntial alie na tio n.
destinies.
Sma ll changes in initial cond itions
(se nsitivity) a re pumped -up into
••
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larger changes, via the "bu tterfly
effect. " There is a complementary
notion in psychotherapy that o ne
During conscio usness journey,
traumatic eve nt can sha pe a life a nd a
participants re port e ncou ntering a
therape utic eve nt o r experience ca n
place, after mov ing th rough the fears
re-s hape it. Small changes ca n make
a nd pains, that is to tally disorienting,
phe nome nal differences in outcome.
chaotic. They, fo r exa mple, e nt er into
A drea m is a s trea m of chaos, a
a gray cloud a nd becoming that clou d,
river of turbulent, undifferentiated
the mind goes totally b lank. Or they
consc iousness and crea tivity, flow ing
enter into a spiral and giving over to
thro ugh the self-scape of the psyc he.
the motion of tha t spiral, they become
It is shaped by the frozen states a nd
so to tall y disoriented that there is
complex feedback loops of consciousno thing to hang o nto.
ness, the ex iste ntial images and
This ex pe rience is what we call
patterns that define and mol d the self
"chaotic consciousness," observed
a nd the rea lity of o ur perceptions.
within the therapeutic context - unWhe n it finally e me rges into awaredifferen tia ted, or universal consciousness, the images and plo ts that are
ness. It is virtually a p lace of "a ll a nd
presen ted to o ur a lm ost-waking self
no s tru ctu re," a no-bo undaries conditare reflections of these s ta tes. They a re
ion, pure po lentiat the source o f
a not her way of seeing the self and the
crea tivity. It appears paradoxicall y as
rea lity we crea te tha t is less prejua plenum or a void. The ple num
diced by the ego.
re presents hyperarousal; the void
The dream is also much like a
hypoarou sal. Direct expe rience of the
hologram. The passage of the contrans persona l means going back
sciousness s tream through the psyche
below the ego, into this infinite p lace,
and its e nco unter with the frozen
back into this basic formless conconsciousness s ta tes, ca uses ripples
, sciousness -- the void or chaos of
a nd pa tte rns that crea te images of the
i preexistence.
deeper self tha t formed them. Like a
Chaotic consciousness is the cruhologram or fractal, the whole is concible of our crea tive sp irit. Creativ ity
tained and reiterated w ithin a ny part
e merges from chaos. This negen lroof the dream, tho ug h details may be
pic, or syn trop ic principle is the ma tfuzzy.
rix of evolutiim. Infinite process is
Our primal existen tia l image of
co nstantly creating itself <:md des I roywho a nd what we are begins wi th
ing itself a t a ll levels. Nature repea ls
concep tion (u niversa l, undifferentiathe rse lf at a ll levels or organi Z<:llio ns
ed co nsciousness) and is condi tioned
a nd whateve r it is we are thai.
by our internal a nd external expe rDreams reflect this self-ge nera tiences. But, of course, not all d isease
ing, self-itera ting and self-orga ni/.ao riginates here. Trauma, at any point,
tion of patte rns a nd so does the na tcan trigger a dis rup tion in the primal
ural philoso phy eme rging from the
se lf image, se tting the " but te rfly
New Sciences. This determinis tic
effec t" in motion as the consequ e nces
philosophy incorporates the huma n
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condition, rather tha n vilifying or
pushing it a way. Chaos he lps us feel
o ur way through a complex, unstable
wo rld.
Like the supe rc rilical sta le of
chaotic d y namics, "chaotic consciousness" may be charac terized as dynamic, non-linear, paradoxical, selfgene ra ting, self-itera ting, and se lfo rgani/.ing. It co uld be likened to an
infi nite co mplex of ma nifolds po te ntia lly e nfolding infinite informat ion vortices within vortices with in vortices - ex ploding limitless d e tail.

:;::::~';;~:~;~~:~:::::~~~::;p
"works" the cure. Somehow, that
c haotic consciousness- the givi ng up
of the o ld order, the le tting go of the
o ld s lrucl u re to chaos- changes
things fundamen tally. The next set of
image ry emerging o ut of that chaotic
co nsciousness is a lways a hea ling one.
So, chaos, as the matrix of transforma tio n, see ms vitally important a t the
exis te ntia l level.
The process of crea tivit y is one
new form e me rging from the void,
new forms that have not existed previously. No t me rely a juggling of
ex isting forms or id eas into a new
configuratio n, it is more of a quantum
lea p, a disruption of the o ld pe rcepti on into ne w levels of conscious ness
a nd awareness. Chaos theory prov ides an ap t metaphor for th is process. In a nutshell, chaos theory states
tha t in a ll a pparent structure is
hidden c haos and in c haos there are
hidden forms.
We ex ist in a twilight zo ne between chaos a nd order. We flow back
and forth between the m and tha t
keeps us hea lthy. Co nsciousness
a lways s trives to ta ke o n form. We
bui ld a s truc ture a nd it begins to
develop fl <c1ws and rigidities. O ur illness comes when we ho ld o nto that
worn-nul s tru ctu re. But when we le t
go, we let o urselves fl ow back into the
primal chaos and into to tal free do m.
It is like a heart tha t pe riodically
dcvc•lops a chao tic beating pattern to
renew itse lf. We see m to need that
w il hi n our consciousness, too. l.jJ
Condensed f ro/11 tile l'uok Dreamhealiug:
Chaos & the Creative Cousciousuess Process.
1' 1/ Gmywol( Swinney and lona Mille1; © 1992.
for f urther info rlllalion ,·olilncl A csculnpia, PO
13m 301 . Wilderville, OR 97543
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II. The precognitive dream can be considered as a
moment from the time line of the four-dimensional time-space world of Einstein in which the
dreamer has a momentary view of the future
(Ortt, 1927).

III. The Dutch psychiatrist, Meerloo, admits in
his Along the Fourth Dimens ion that the past,
present a nd future co-exist simultaneously and
refers to Hartshorne, who said in an article "Mi nd,
Matter and Freedom" in Scientific Monthly of May,
1954, that "freedom is c<:~usality in the making"
(Meerloo, 1970).
In the field of psychical research, Saltmarsh
IV.
comes to the same conclusion after considering all
kinds of predictions: "We are bound to admit
that the future does ex ist in some sense NOW-a t
the present moment" (Saltmarsh, 1938).
In another field, sociology, Professor SteinV.
metz of Amsterdam Municipal University came
to the same conclusion. In the field of sociology,
everything is a matter of cause and consequence.
So there is only one way things can go and
therefore the future can go only one way. The
future is so connected with the present and the
past that there exists a kind of determinism
(Steinmetz, n.d.).

Dreams open a whole new world, but the most
outstanding dreams, I believe, are precognitive dreams,
dreams about the future.
Although Freud said "There can, indeed, be no
doubt that there are such things as prophetic dreams .. ,"
he dismisses them by saying, " The only question is
whether these predictions coincide to any noticeable
extent with what really happens subsequently" (Freud,
1924-1950). I think that in the meantime, there have
been so many outstanding precognitive dreams that
we can't dismiss them any longer. For example:

L

Rita Dwyer wrote how her life was saved by a
precognitive dream in Dream Network (Dwyer,
1985).
I met an older man here in Orewa who told
b
me he always had nightmares about a burning
city when he was a child. Later on, when the
Germans threw bombs on Portsmouth in
England, he was there and saw his childhood
dreams come to reality. The same happened to a
lady in the Netherlands, who had shocking
dreams about the German bombing of Rotterdam
(Tenhaeff, 1948).
Saltmarsh also gave many examples in his
;!.,
book, Foreknowledge (Saltmarsh, 1938).
Dunne even comes to the conclusion in his
f:
book, after an intensive research, that all dreams
are a mixture of the past, the present and the
future (Dunne, 1958).

This leads, however, to the bizarre conclusion that
the future is already here-a kind of predetermination
which is not acceptable to our ideas of free will. On the
other hand, this idea is backed up by similar theories,
such as:
I.
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W Putnam, professor of philosophy at
Harvard, explained at the Annual Meeting of the ·
American Physical Society of 1966, that the future
exists and is as real as the present and the past.
He bases this statement on the fact that if there is
a star explosion and it takes 10 years to be seen on
one planet and 20 on another planet, then after
the first 10 years, the star explosion is still future
for the second planet, but it exists and will be
seen there after 10 years. If the future exists in
outer space, it also exists for us in our daily lives,
because it is the same world.
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How can we visualize the idea of an already
existing future? I think by pressing together the whole
present world into one little s lice, then the next slice
would be the whole world of tomorrow pressed
together and the next slice, the world of the following
day, etc., etc. So, we move then in that world on our
certain path as determined by all the factors that
determine our decisions. But what about our free will?
The famous Dutch educator Kees Boeke (who also
educated the present Queen of the Netherlands) gives a
solution for this problem in his book, Werkplaats Kindergemeenschap Bilthoven (Workshop Children-Community Bilthoven), page 41. He suggests that we make
a distinction between the subjective and objective
points of view. From the subjective point of view, we
, have a free will (because we don't know the future),
1
but we do know that we have to take the consequences
of our actions. When we buy bread now, we will have
' something for our breakfast tomorrow morning; if we
don't do it, we will be hungry tomorrow.
From the objective point of view, we have no free
will since things can go only one way. We, with our
character, upbringing, education, environment, etc.,
will make a certain decision under certain circumstances; it is a matter of cause and consequence. From the
objective point of view, we have to go a certain path.
But then this would mean that everybody has to go
the way determined by all those factors.
Consider the criminal. We would do the same, if
we were in his shoes, had his cultural factors,
education, friends, etc. In that light, it does not make

i

sense to punish a person for his actions. So, sending a
criminal to prison for punishment is irrelevant.
This does not mean that we don't have to protect
our society against criminals but instead of sending the
criminal to prison (which are many times more excellent schools for crime-see how many criminals have
been in prison before!), he should be sent to an educational institution, where he will be treated until he has
been changed into a law abiding person. Then, it is not
up to the judge to determine the prison term, but only
to declare him guilty and that he should be sent to such
an institution, where the director will have the responsibility to train him until he has been changed into a
law abiding citizen.
This tendency is already coming forward in the
world, for example:

h.

b

~

~

In New Zealand, where The Evening Post of
Wellington already mentioned: "Replace
Harmful Jails by Therapy Communes, Says
Author" (The Evening Post, November 7,'74).
In Switzerland, mentioned Die Neue
Zurcher Zeitung in 1979 "Hebt die Gefangnise auf" (Close the Jails!) (Kurzmeldungen
Neue Zurcher Zeitung, July 20, 1979).
More recently, in New Zealand, a judge
had to send a sex offender to jail but he also
said that there was an overwhelming need for
the sex offender to receive appropriate counseling and assistance "so that the community,
in the long run, will be more secure." (Help
Urged For Sex Offender; The New Zealand
Herald, Auckland, October 31, 1991.)
"Prisons which turned young offenders into
trained criminals should be pulled down and
turned into vegetable gardens," the New
Zealand Minister of Land, Mr. Tapsell, said
on the 2nd of November; 1989 according to
The New Zealand Herald . He wanted the

criminals either to be trained in an Armystyle prison (with an Army-style discipline
and activities) for the more serious criminals,
or be given "community corrective" sentence
and training in the proper way to behave
("Turn prisons to ga rdens says Tapsell, " The
New Zealand Herald, Auckland, 3 November
1989).
In this way, we are coming via the precognitive
dreams to the conclusion that, because the future is
already here, the criminal has to follow his path and
instead of punishing him (which does not make sense),
he should be sent to a therapeutic commune, where he
will have the opportunity to change into a law abiding
ci ti zen. IJ.I
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Machinations of an Alcoholic Mind
© by Karen Surman Paley , M. Ed.

dreams was a comple te s uccess because I have not had to
I f it were not for a series of dreams, I may have stoppick up a drink. I sensed the re was a connection between
ped drinking but I may not have come to the realization
these two phenomena a nd research by Sei Young Choi in
that I am an alcoholic. So what's the big deal? Many
the America n Journal of Psychiatry (130:6, June 1973)
people have stopped drinking "on their own" but never
corroborated my feeling. After studying 100 alcoholics,
seem to fit quite right in their own skin. Admitting my
Dr. Cboi co nclud~·d, "as long as [the alcoholic] is able to
alcoholism meant my problems went deeper than the
satisfy his need to drink a lcohol th rough a safe way (in his
desire to drink and that, with help, I could begin to evolve
dreams), he has less internal (preconscious and conscious)
into a different kind of human being.
anxiety, is able to deal with continuous internal and
I have had problems related to the use of chemicals since ex ternal stimulation about drinking, and can be'abstinent
early adolescence when an all-night binge on coca-cola and
for longer periods of time than those who do not have
aspirin, a concoction purported to produce a high, nearly got dreams abo ut drinking. "
me expelled from summer camp. Yet it was my concern over
Many of my drinking dreams cJ uster around the date of
someone e lse's drinking that brought me to meetings of a
my sobriety anniversary,
support gro up for women
peaking before· and then tatrying to recover from alpering off after March 2 each
cohol ism . Eventually I beyear. As the years go on, there
came more aware of the
arc fewer drinking dreams. In
behavior changes I had while
1985, when my dream recall
drinking and just how un<
was still sporadic, there were
comfortable those changes
7, 12 in 1986, 11 in 1987, 8 in
·•·. dtioi<.JbC1t'$ • ·~$.o td~~o ¢Q.t~
madeotherpeople feel. When
1988, 8 in 1989, and 3 in 1990.
the most intense discomfort
So far there have already been
came from within, I stopped
3 in 1991, which got off to a
drinking. That was March
stressful
start due to the war in
~Pm4mt:>fi<t?~·'' (
2nd, 85.
the Persian Gulf. Here are some
My dream recall had
selections.
become erratic during the
10/21/85previous year. After March 2,
7 was run nin;J in a marathon. l ran a tittle ways an£
my dreams were once again retrievable but I didn't like
went 6ack_anJ haJ a,q{ass o/ rtJine. ! was sippinJJ more ar1d
them. I had been drinking no more than two drinks
Jecidd to finish the race. I fdt 6adli; a6out diinkirr;q and
several days a week, a factor which I believed put me in
kfpt
thin/(jl(IJ a6out cakir(IJ someone in my supportJJroup.
the National Council of Alcoholism's category of moderate drinkers. The reality was that I had developed reverse
raid ca!TfcJUr hours after r stopped dlinkir(q.
tolerance and was getting more intoxicated on less
3/ 1/86 -J smokfdsome hash andfelt a little
alcohol. As soon as I stopped drinking, l began to dream
uncomjintaMe a6out it 6ut Jecitfed it 7tlas of(py
of drinking. The first night I dreamt I had my two drinks,
6ecause it fiad no eflea on me.
then three and four. The night l "had" five drinks, I was
This concept of the drug "havi ng no effect on me,"
put in "Danvers Detox," a drying out unit l perceived to
and therefore no t co unting as a slip, is the beginning of
be for the fairly destitute. When l awoke in the morning, I
years of unconscio us debate between my desire to stay
was drenched in ice cold sweat. I sat up and admitted
sober and my desire to drink. The h.1tter literally dreams
something that had been true, but unspoken, for 23 years,
up incredible rationa li za tions. Luckily, the controversy
"I am an a lcoholic. " I felt the implications right to the
never intruded on my we1king life.
core of my consciousness. It decimated my denial system.
10/ 13/86 -I was sittirw at a 6ar samp!'ir(q nip-sizeJ
Other dreams have come which, in conjunction with
bottles ofvJine coo(er. 1 decided' Tv}(m/i{ tel{ a woman in
the women's support group I began to attend on my own
my support,qroup thou,qh! toldrn!Jsel/it was such asrnal{
behalf, helped me maintain over six years of sobriety to
amount, it wasn't a sllp. She thoU;qfit it v1as.
date. I have recorded 52 "slip" dreams during this period,
12/8/
86- I was in a restaurant or ta11em anJJrank._
dreams in which I consumed alcohol. Every one of these
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sometfiinf!. I wasn't sure if I rea[[y lieu{ a sfip
or I was lreaminff.
Semi-lucidity seems to feed the desire to drink. In
other words, I develop the ability to drink in a dream a nd
the n minimize the implicat ions by saying it was a dream .
At the same time, the part of me that wants to stay sober is
reassured with the knowledge that, after all, this is o nly a
dream.

3/ 16/87- I fiad' 6een arinkinf! a 6eer. I was at a;.Jas
station ana I pumpea 6eer into tfiis ce ramie ff[ass ana I was
f!Oin,J.J to start arin/(jn,J.J it 6ut I tfiink_I dUfn 't, remem6erinff
tfiat I fiat£ a arinkiTif! pro6[em. I tfiouf!fit, "See I can stop
after one," 6ut I cou[tf a&o see fiow I cou[tf continue.
3/2/88 - (:My tfiira anniversary of so6riety.)
I was at a party at my in-[aws. I was feefinff stratwe
an£ reafize£ tfiat tfiere was cocaine emryw fiere. I was
stone£ ana 11Uld-ana wantea to,qo fiome. I was upset sayinf!
it was my tfiira anniversary '{uiif i Tiitt iicitf co'ca{ne'
ana 1 fiat£ a rasfi on my face.
N o comments in the event this mig ht be picked up by
a wide awake in-law.

3/23/88- 'Dreamt I was sittit1ff at a taMe
witfi otfiers & someone wa{~tf up & fiantfetf me an
open 6ott[e of 6eer. I saitf, "I can't arink_tliat. I'm a
recoveri11f! a[cofio[ic. " 1 was upset ana went to reacli
for a 6ott[e of tonic water witfi quinine
ana near[y ,J.Jra66etf anotfier 6eer 6ott[e.
Three years sober I finally see myself for what I am,
a recovering alcoholic.

6/ 13/88 - 'Dreamt I di·anf(_a coup[e of 6eers 6u t was
rea[[y lia1Jin,q trou6re acceptinf! tliat I lieu{ [ost my so6riety.
'Tfien I remem6ereri "''m just di·eaminff!"
6/29/88- 'Dreamt a [ot offrienas from my support
f!TOUp 6e,J.Jan tO arin{(, 'R,jca{{ tearfully teffit1f! everyone tfiat
I /eft iso[atetf 6ecause tfiey were a[[ arin KJnf!llf!ain. (I was
at tlie :4ssociation for tfieStutfy of 'Dreams conference in.
Santa Cruz ana fiad· 6een at a party tfie ni,qfit 6efore wliere
otfier peop[e 's arinkjt1ff was 6othe rit1ff me.}
In reality I was feeling isolated from all the drinkers
and could have used a meeting of my support group.

2/19/89 - 'Dreamt it was a[most my fourtli anni11ersanJ
of so6riety (wfiicli it is}, an£ I hat£ 6een arinKJnJl.
'Tfien I was at a meetirt}l of my support ffrDUp and'
someone sfiaretf a6out a s(ip sfie hat£ on what woura fim,e
6een her fourtfi anniz1ersary of so6riety. I wantetf to speak_
ana identify witfi fier 6ut someone e&e was ca((el on. 'lhe
spe~-r said slie woulif ca[[ an me after tlie 6reak_6ut she
aidit 't. I wantetf to confess tliat many times aurin,q my
first year Iliad-fiat£ a 6eer 6ut since Td!dn 't ,J.Jet tfrunfv_
I aidn 't consiaer it a sfip. Iruver f!Ot a cfiance to speak_ ana
fiatf to reso[11e in my own fie ad tliat Iliad [ost my so6riety.
I jdt 6atf[y 6ut I acceptetf it.
This dream was very vivid, real and convincing. I sti ll
remember the feeling of it over two years later. Not being
able to experience the relief of getting honest about my
slip at the meeting was very stressful.
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4/ 12/89 -1
aamittetf to myself ana
a fiientf tfiat I liad fia£
a sfip. 1 fiat£ tfrunl(_a
sip ofwhis{<fy. I sairi
"It fiappenetf tfie way
it aia in my £reams. "
This is a false
a wake ning as I was
really dreaming. It is
the beginning of the
drea m mo tif that I am
not drea ming and the
slip w as reaL I call this
my reverse lucidity.
1/8/90 - Jf. woman

•.

.,

6
confessed' that sfie had·l.;:l:t!~
ta{<f n. a sip of 1Joakft
antf I confessed' that r fiad; too . I UlaS upset an£ couran 't
accept tfiat I fiat£ lost five years of so6riety an£ then I
recaf[etf other tfreams, as if they were 1Jery reaC {fiadactua([y fiappenedJ, of6eer I hat£ fiat£ an£ fiar,it1ff to(£
myseff tfiat J was not 11io fatiu;J my so6riety 6ecause I
p[annel it. If I sail I was f!Oinn to fiave one, tfiat 's a[[ I
fiad. It was [il(g my food a6stinence pro,qram.

I finally get to tell the truth but my sobrie ty has been a
total sham!

5/10/90 -( J!fter not lia11in,J.J attended a meetin,J.J of my
support JJroup in two wee/&.) 'Distur6inJJ £ream in u1/iicli
I reca[(el I fiat£ lia£ who(e 6eers at ainner duri~~;q fir'e years
of so6riety 6ut hat£ toM myself I wasn 't £run((, I
wen.tuaay went to my support ,J.Jroup an£ admitted-it, as
we(( as tfie fact tfiat 1 aid' not !Qwu1 wfiicn of my memories
v.;ere from former di·eams and' wliicli from real!ty.
Yes, it is getting co nfusing.
6/8/90 - ('kly 22111£ u'edd!n,q anniversary.) 'Dreamt 1
was at a meetinff of my support,qroup. T decile£ tfiat I fiat£
liad' so many dtin Kin,q sllps in my £reams that I hat£ 6een
lrun((, I also leciaed tfiat I hal had· Mackvuts 6ecause I
cou[dir 't remem6er tfie dTinKJnJJ. I was fiappy I fiat£ 6rac~d
out an£ was wiWnn to accept my [ass ofso6riety.
Now multiple drea m s lips add up to a waki ng drunk.
My reverse lucidity sees drea ms as reality.

5/ 4/CJ1 - 'Dreamt 1 went out to dinner witfi one of my
u;ritinn mentors u1/io is also a recm,erinf! afcofiofic. 1 /eft
r1ery ex:Jited and lionoretf 6ein,J.J witfi this person. 'We sat
down and I fdt (i{<f I wanted· tn arink, I toM my
compa nion, 6ut no one paia attentic>n. T tliouJJht it was
6ecause I hal 6een rwiewitW soma.ty lrinkin,J.J £reams.
Don't worry' No thing cou ld be further from my mind
than a drink. That's been take n care of by the sheer prepond era nce of nocturnal cons umption. But if, after this
exposure to the machinations of an alcoholic mind, you
feel like drinking, I've got a better idea:
Go to sleep and see what comes up on your screen. '-I'
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~umber of dreams and symbols seem to be

''Escape 'l(pute "blf LaramieSa.ssemf!e

saying that fear is our greatest p roblem. The turtle, I feel,
is one such symbol. The shell of defense can become a
tomb of spiri tual death.
The clearest dream-coincide nce message concerning
fear, happened on January 8, 1992. I dreamed ..

.... that a man was handed a letter: I knew it
was basically good news. But as he read it, he
became more and more worried. He was thinking of
everything in the worst-case-scenario way.
The process accelerated until he was reeling
with worries. I was saying,
"No, no. It's actually good news!"
Suddenly my dream voice spoke:

"You just witnessed bifurcation into new species of fear."
I was astonished that the technical term from the
science of Chaos was used. I vaguely remembered that it
was a splitting of a certain parameter, as I had read a
book on the subject about 2 1/2 years before. I looked up
the first reference to the word a nd was surprised to find
that the exa mple concerned wildlife populations. The
voice had said "species." A bifurcation diagram showed
the populatio n levels of animals, and how the
number splits in a period doubling, or bifurcation. The
diagrams look like snow-capped mountains. Climbing
mountains is a common dream symbol that I believe refers
to the spiritual path to a higher perspective.
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could see that a climb up this bifurcation
mountain, in terms of the dream voice message, would be
the process of reducing fears. I looked at other diagrams.
A line stands a t the top of the mount <1ins, as if a flag had
been planted. I lea rned that this line re presented
"extinction." A person who conquers this mountain has
completely eliminated fears and they can't come back.
They are extinct'
As if to add re inforcement, a coincidence happened as
I recorded these events. Just as I was writing "extinction,"
I heard a voice on television say the same word. It was a
program about an e ndangered species.
In late 1990, I dreamed that .

.... 1was with a large gmup of people at the top
of the foothills below the Himalayas.
We all felt close, like one family.
Someone said it was time and we all fell in line,
three-abreast for the ascent, walking a wide path
toward the summit.
My feeling is that mcmkind, en masse, will conquer
the mountain. It's hard to believe at this point but if you
think about it, the fears are fundamental teachings in our
societies; all we have to do is change them'
We are getting a big push from the generating world
to do so. I.J:I

One finds it dillicult not to speak in 111\·stcriou s tones when referring to
the Circa! 1\ra mid . For something rather peculiar has been going on there
l(>r as long as man can remember. Everything about the Great Pyramid is
shrouded in mystery: its age. designers. builders. construction and
purpose. Whv docs the oldest man-made structure on the face of the earth
con tinue to elude comprehension by the most brilliant of analytic minds?
Perhaps it has been the romanticist in man that attracts him to the
unknown and will not allow him to rest until he satislies his c~riosity. The
pvramid is there. suhstantiallv there. known to his grandfathers'
grandfathers as tar hack as man can remember. but remains a mystery.
ConsiJer these lads about the (ireat 1\ramid of Cheops:
•It was built approximatclv .1 .500 to 7.1.000 vears ago.
*It contains approximatelv 2.600.000 stones. each cut to onehundredth of an inch tolerance. weighing from two to seventy
tons.
•Some stones were transported tn the
pvramiJ's site from as t:u aw~' :1s 500
miles from where thev were quarried .
*The Great PnamiJ stands at the exact
cente r of land masses of the earth and
is in periCct nlignment with magnetic
north .
•It is level to the earth within one-half
inch over its thirteen acres of base.
Modern experiments from all walks of life
have built pvramid models varying in size from
a few inches to a number of teet and have
conducted e"perimcnts to sec if Pyramid
Fnergv \\ill :
I . Enhann• dn·am rct·all.
2. llclp attain increased
relaxation and speed meditation h~
sitting inside a pHamid .
.\ . Sharpen ram r blades.
.J . Restore the luster to
tarni shed jcwelrv and coins.
5. l'urit)· water.
6 . Mummif)· and dehvdrate
meat. eggs and other
l<>odstulls.
7. llelp keep milk fresh and prevent
souring without rclrigeration.
R. Dehydrate flowers without losing their form and color.
9 . Increase the growth rate of plants.
I 0. Improve the taste of coffee. wine and certain fruit
JIIICCS.

umkrstand what it really is and why it works . And likely we will discover
how some of the energy fields work within the pyramid long bel(>rc we
truly understand their nature .

JOIN THE PYRAMID REVOLUTION AND EXPLORE!
Now you can have all the excitcmcnl fun and enjoyment of
experimenting with Pyramid Energy without using a large replica . Each
CiENERATOR contains its own magnetic field . providing you with a
constant source of NATURAL FREE ENERGY in any position . It docs
not need to be aligned on north-south magnetic axis . Energy !lows from
th.: individual Pyramids on the GENERATOR inside any structure or
container. The amazing CIENERATOR will sharpen vour razor blades and
clectriL razor. remove bitterness !rom vour co flee. improve the taste of your
wine and liquor. preserve t(>Ods and llowers without spoilage or decay. a nd
make your cigarettes, cigars and tobacco smoke milder. You can also have
larger and healthier plants and fl owers b,·
encrgi·, ;"8 water on you r GENERATOR ·1- ·: ~
~c~Js
using 11 on your li>liatcd friends .
energized on the GENERATOR sprout la ster.
If you're into hvdroponic
grow larger.
growing. you'll want several GENERATORS
to give vour crops a NATURAl. FREE
ENERGY boost' Your .J" x 5" PYRAMID
ENERGY CIENERJ\TOR has an attractive
gold-tone linish and comes packed in a
beautiful display box.
Most NEW IDEAS that explore the
Iron tiers of science arc the exclusive domnin of
Unlike most of
hi ghJ,·-trained specialists.
these ideas. I'YRJ\MII) ENERGY IS !JNIQ!JF
RECAUSE OF TilE FACT TIIAT YOll
EXPERT TO
AN
llF
NEED NOT
EXPERIMENT WITII IT. We arc eonstanth
experimenting but we cannot Jo it alone . We
need you r help . Share with us the excitement
of making new discoveries in this promi sing
new field .

30 Day Money Back Guarantee
To order your PYRAMID ENERGY GENERA TOR
Send $19.95
(or $1.00 and a self-addressed. stamped
envelope for complete catalog) to:

11 . Promote healing of cuts. bruises and burns. as well as
reduce pain from toothaches and headaches.
The experiments that have been performed to date in the previously
referred to areas have nnlv scratched the surface of experiments that can be
pcrl(>rmed with pvramid energy. It is. of course. much too earlv in the
experimental stages to make any claims. I low many of these experiments
will stand the rigors of furt her exploration and rigid scicntilic testi ng only
. •;.,e wi ll tell. Yet. sufficient work ha< hecn accomplished to date so that
.>r.c: can safelv venture that something IS going on ,,fan unexplained nature
within the pvramid . It is reasonable to believe that the Cheop's Pyramid is
neither an edifice to a pharaoh's ego nor his elaborate burial chamber.
Although research is still being conducted. many scientists believe that the
Great Pyramid exerts a mvstical l(>rce upon objects which come in contact
with it. This cncrgv. this force. has been labeled "Pyramid Energy."
We understa nd how gravi ty and magnetism work while yet tailing to

..___

'

THE COSMIC ENERGY CO.
P .O. Box 450607
Kissimmee, Fl 34745-0607
or call

407-932-1367

Wise Women of the
Dreamtime:
Aboriginal Tales
of the Ancestral Powers
Edited and Commentary
by Johanna Lambert
Inner Traditions, 1993, 144pgs, $12.95 (P)

Modern society is shaped
according to conscious and mental
beliefs / ideals, ignoring both the
forces of nature and the unconscious. Our laws, customs, governments, etc. are either destroyed or
"updated" repeatedly throughout
hi story.
The Aboriginal culture is the
oldest uninterrupted tradition on
earth with scholarly estimates from
40,000 to 150,000 years old. Its
structure and laws come from
ancient myths reflecting a metaphysical dimension based on invisible energies and patterns believed
to be pre-existent to the physical
world. (Are Jung's archetypes and
Sheldrake's morphogenetic fields
only now giving us a way to p ossibly understand such ancient
wisdom?)
These legends have been carefully translated to insure their integrity. With the help of Lambert's
perceptive explanations, we have
an opportunity to learn from an
ancient hunting / ga thering society;
a culture founded on high esteem
for feminine qualities a nd the earth,
"The Mother," while fully honoring
the masculine.

The Call & The Echo:
Sufi Dreamwork
& The Psychology of the Beloved
By Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee
Threshold Books, 1992
188 pages, $12.00(P)

Key elements in the Sufi
approach to dreamwork according
to the author are psychological
work and a" spiritual tea cher."
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uncon sciously) in the lives of men
Filled with dozens of lovely
as well as women. Woodman deftly
dreams that s peak to the spiritual
brings them to life, providing not
life of the dreamer(s), there is a
only deeper perception of the
wealth of rich symbolism intereternal feminine but also how it can
preted at both the persona I and
1 be all owed to conscious ly enrich
archetypal levels, usingJung's
our lives. Powerful and inspiring!
work as the primary foundation.
The" spiritual teacher " is said
Once Upon A Midlife:
to" merge with the soul" of the
Classic Stories & Mythic Tales to
student I dreamer. Vaughn-Lee
Illuminate the Middle Years
explains the Sufi belief that only the
Jeremy P. Tarcher, 1992
teacher can properly interpret a
238 pages, $18.95 (H) $12.95 (P)
student's dream s. While s uch traAND ...
ditions are interesting, my concern
In the Ever After:
is that novice dream workers might
fiDIY-Tales &_the Secong Hruf_Qf..Lifg
take this literally and be discouragChjron Publications, 1989
ed from trusting their own inner
203 pages, $14.95 (P)
process. I'm prompted to s hare an
Both by Allan B. C hinen, M.D.
alternate view based on personal
observations and experiences:
Fairy tales normally reflect
Dreamwork is a profound, multiyoung heroes or heroines facing
level vehicle toward growth, whole- various challenges of adolescent
ness and self-empowerment. While
development, perhaps ending in
others can certainly be of assistance, m arriage to live " happily ever
the dreamer is his / her ow n au thority. after." But then what? Writer I
psychiatrist Allan Chi nen reviewed
Leaving My Father's House: thousands of fairy tales from
A Journey to
around the globe, selectin g those
Conscious Femininity
which specifically address the
middle and elder years of life.
By Marion Woodman
Mid life tales portray the loss of
(w / Rita Greer Allen, Kate Danson
& Mary Hamilton)
youthful hopes and ideals, reversa l
Shambhala Publications, 1992
of male and female roles, handling
371 pages, $15.00 (P)
crises, facing our mortality, and
more. Chinen's observations pro" ... the healing power of the
vide valuable insights based on case
dream process ... has to be followed
histories, quotes, pertinent research,
over a period of years ... in order to
and personal experience. "Elder "
begin to appreciate its wisdom."
tales speak eloquently to developThis is poignantly illustrated by
' mental issues facing the second half
Woodman as she introduces the
of life, both psychologically and
I spiritually. The archetype of "The
stories of three special women.
Mary, Rita and Kate distill years of
Elder" provides wisdom and
personal dream I body I soul work to s piritual understanding that is
discover their " sou l story." Gener- serious ly needed in our society.
ously they a ll ow us to witness the
These delightful stories teach, guide
wholen ess and creativity that they
and ins pire. Interpretations draw
achieved through their dedicated
on developmental theories from
efforts.
Jung and Erikson as well as upWhile deeply personal, these
dated research. Commentaries are
stories simultaneously embrace
light-h eart-ed yet profound.
universal feminine archetypes and
Magical stories to enjoy over
energies, active (consciously or
and over again. lJ'
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The Healing Path:
A Soul Approach to Illness
by Marc Ian Barasch
Forward by Bernie S. Siegel, M.D.
A JeremyTarcher I Putnam book,
Published by G.P. Putnam 's Sons, NY: 1993
431 pages, $22.95 (H)

by H. Roberta Ossa no

In

the prologue to this critica lly
important and timely book, Ma rc
Barasch shares of telling his girlfriend that he had cancer grow ing in
his throat. He wasn't sure how he
knew but soon found himself giving a
doctor the same information along
with an abstract account of the increasingly "weird" dreams he had
been having almost nightly. In the
paragraphs that follow, he rela tes
some of those dreams, which- had
he known - were signaling a bodily
malfunction, revealing the type and
degree of seriousness as well as a
remedy. Shortly after making the
s ta tement to both girl fr iend a nd
doctor; he was, in fact, diagnosed
with a tumor on his thyroid gla nd
a nd was rapidly catapu lted into the
maelstrom of optional paths of
healing. He was the editor-in-chief of
the New Age journal at the time.
As the meanings of his dreams
are revealed to him, over time a nd
throughout the seven year period of
writing of this book, he shares the
new illuminations and his growing
awareness of the power of story,
imagery and symbol to heal. The
explo rations are richly cross-cultural
and cross-disciplinarian; his writing
style is soulful, painfully honest and
poetic. For instance:
"According to anthropologist
Ruth Inge-Hein ze, on e reason
severe illnesses are rare in some
Asian tribal societies may be that
for them, even bad dreams can be
a respectable medical complaint.
This way, she says, serious disease
is headed off early, because the
conditions leading up to it are
nipped in the bud. The community and the family have home
remedies for feeling unwell and
not knowing why." (pp 101- 102)

The sources Marc Barasch
consulted w ere more varied than
most of us would have access to or
knowledge of; given he was steeped
in new age philosophies, the pressure
to take alternative courses was extreme . . . as were the demands of his
loved ones to "Do what the doctor
recommends." One of the resources
he tapped was a dream the rapist,
though at the time he felt the situation was too critical to afford the
luxury of the time involved. Ultimately, he had the gland removed, only to
learn later that the tumor was benign.
This is where his healing path begins.
The key word in the title of this
new release is Soul. Marc w eaves an
incredible number of personal
accounts - obtained over time from
individuals with various and serious
ailments -with the Healing Stories
of Dicke ns's A Christmas Carol, Frank
Capra's It's A Wonderful Life, The
Wizard of Oz and the Biblical Job.
"Tragically, o ur civiliza tion
has impoverished us of these
ancient symbols a nd practices
without providing substitutes. 'Big
dreams' speak to us in a language
we are no longer schooled to
translate.
We have lost the sophistication
of traditional societies, bred from
attention, familiarity a nd respect,
to distinguish one birdcall from
another; to understand why o ne
'w eed' is medicine and another
poison, to know which dreams are
wise. Jung insisted that such
dreams were impossible for Westerners to interpret without some
understanding of m y tho logy,
folklore, compara tive religion, or
' the psychology of primitives'."
(pg. 283)
Marc helps us q uestion where
we, as a cu lture, have go ne wrong
insofar as the power w e had given
mainstream medical practitioners a nd
treatments. It causes the reader to
ques tion when w e, culturally, relinquished taking responsibility for our
own health. He has the courage to
objectively investigate areas in which
the medical profession is operating
more from political, economic and
malpractice pressures than it is
functio ning in the best interest of the
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individual. He questions where we
turned the corner from the time when
the medical profession was practicing
in service to individuals, as patients ..
. to its a U too prevalent present-day
position of havi ng individu als, as
patients, in servi.:e to the science of
the medicine. HE· provides astonishing s ta tistics o n the effectiveness
a nd I or ineffectiveness of vario us,
acce pted prescriptions for healing as
well as for the increasing perce ntage
of individuals who are seeking alterna tives. He is seeking, for a nd with
the reader; in the purest sense.
Although one Australian Tribe
believes tha t to meet o ne's death as a
result of sickness or accide nt is
unnatural, we in the West have come
to take these means of our physical
demise for granted. However; for
anyone who knows someone o r who,
the mselves, may be challenged to
make choices while navigating the
s taggering mazeway of ava ilable
hea ling path(s) . .. the H ealing Path is
an enco uraging, informative adv isor.
Anyo ne w ho embraces the paradox : Alone, you must do it but it cannot be done a lone . .. will profit from
this book. Marc's u ltimate message is
that the heale r is within. \l'
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The Self-Healing Process
by Anja Savolainen

Healing Experiences
through 'Verbal' Dreams
N owadays, when lucidity is
extremely popular and all the dream
magazines and books tell you how to
become lucid, a verbal dreamer easily
feels displaced in time or in state of
consciousness ... especially a nonlucid, verbal dreamer. Haven't we
seen that researchers often claim that
thinking and cognitive faculties are
the specialty of lucid dreams?
According to my experience as an
active dreamworker for over ten
years, this is a real illusion, or an
over-simplification, at least. "Theory
is good, but it doesn't prevent things
from existing." (Charcot) !learned to
use my cognitive faculties in dreams
after getting rid of spontaneous lucid
dreams .... or going beyond them?
When still lucid, I had quite a
turbulent dream life, eventful and
colorful dreams, sometimes nightmarish and often filled with anxiety;
my abilities in dream thinking were
not anything to boast about. At that
time I also had lots of physical problems and somehow gradually noticed
that lucid dreams were detrimental to
my health. Why, I did not know, but
keeping a regular dream journal
made the connection clear enough.
I also had numerous diagnostic
dreams of my future illnesses,
sometimes symbolic, sometimes very
accurate, usually years before the first
signs of the forthcoming illness.
Those dreams were non-lucid. I
never managed to have a reliable
diagnostic or prognostic lucid dream.
I also had special kinds of non-lucid
dreams. Rare, but memorable
reflective types of dreams which had
a distinctive healing effect and sometimes guided me in self-healing.
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Incubating Healing Dreams
Naturally, I wanted to have
more healing dreams, because my
health problems were quite baffling, I
was strongly motivated to try
anything that might prove helpful, so
I began to give myself regular prayerlike suggestions hoping to incubate
healing dreams. I did not have much
faith in the process nor any great
expectations but 1 was desperate
enough to try. I simply had nothing
to lose.
I formulated my suggestions in a
very general way: I asked for dreams
coming from my own higher self,
dreams that I could use both for
healing and personal transformation.
I did not give myself any suggestions
concerning lucidity as I felt ambivalent toward that. I knew by now that
on the physical level, at least, lucid
dreams were not good for me; on the
other hand, most of the writers highly
valued them as the next developmental stage. Who would want to get rid
of that? Apparently, my unconscious
mind was more independent and did
not have any hesitations. The first
effect of my regular incubation / suggestions was that all my lucid dreams
vanished and so did my nightmares
and anxiety dreams. I have not had
them since.
Gradually, my whole dream life
changed. My dreams became more
peaceful, reflective and above all,
verbal, concise and coherent .... and
in a strange way, much more interesting than my colorful dreams years
before. My new dreams were like my
waking life thinking, although with a
difference. I was much more intelligent and insightful in my dreams,
albeit not in the same way. Now I no
longer understood why I should be
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lucid at all, why I should shut out the
eloquent and delightfully sensitive
dreaming mind, to replace it with my
clearly inferior waking ego.
In a way, I wanted to do just the
opposite, to bring the wisdom of my
dreaming mind into my waking life,
to achieve a kind of waking lucidity
... a contact with the dreaming mind
in full waking consciousness. I saw
the unconscious mind as much more
aware than the conscious mind, it
was just a different kind of awareness. "W ho, after all, SAYS that the
unconscious is not conscious?
Waking consciousness, of course I"
(Stan Gooch). I wanted to learn from
my unconscious mind, to be guided
by it, not to change it, not to be conscious in the limited waking sense. In
Dostoevsky's words: "To be too conscious is an illness- a real thoroughgoing illness."

All Kind§_ of Healing.J2reams
My unconscious mind really
seemed to follow my suggestions. I
had an enormous number of both
diagnostic and prognostic dreams,
plus all kinds of healing dreams.
Dreams which ei ther gave me advice
on how to cure myself, or dreams in
which a dream voice just told me
what the problem was and when and
how it would be resolved. Usually,
the predicted time was not quite
accurate; it took a bit longer, and my
dreams explained why.
I questioned the dream voice
about time: Why is it that the healing
happens a lways a bit later than
predicted? The voice answered:
It is the nature of things.

The healing is seen as a
reality because after a sincere

prayer on one level,
it already is.
Tt is like a package
that has been mailed
but has not yet arrived.
The time specified is when
the parcel has been sent,
although you'll get it a bit later.
Many times all that my dreams
did was to reassure me that some
minor symptom w as not a serio us
one a nd would soon pass without
a ny interference. For instance when l,
beca use of some mino r symptoms,
w or-ried that l might have an illness
commo n among my relatives, I had a
dream. In it, the dream voice said tha t
I had no such illness, in fac t I have no
hereditary illnesses typical in my
family as I am altogether, including
psychologically, a tota lly different
type. This proved to be true later on.
In some cases my dreams told
me how to change my diet, how to
exercise, what to avoid and so on.
Those dreams were often just small
'd reamlets' and I had to take the hint :
I saw carrots, nothing else. After a
couple of nights, I again had a minidream abou t carrots, then after some
days, again. At last, I understood. I
began to eat carrots and did not have
another carrot dream until years later
when I somehow dropped carrots out
o f my diet. It did not take long until I
began to have car ro t-dreams again,
and realized that carrots must really
have something which my body
needs! I have kept them in my diet
and haven't had a carrot dream since.
Some of my problems were more
serious ones and for them I did not
get dietetic guidance. I "got" pure
healing energy, usually heralded by a
dream. For example:

I saw the part of the body
having problems, surrounded
by a very bright light.
I woke up feeling like that part of
the body was on fire. It was a very
positive feeling. It healed me in a
quite inex plicable way. Often, it took
several recurrent dreams for me to
get the message and when 1 did,
througho ut the day, I fel t like my
body was on fire .

A great many dreams concentrated on deep psychological a nd spiritual analysis of cause a nd effect of
health problems; mine - or in general.
Without undervaluing the meaning
of physical healing, this was even
more meaningful, because I stopped
feeling like a helpless victim. I understood why I was having problems
and thus felt that from now o n, I
could do something about the m, that
they were not accidenta l o r haza rdous events. Of course, there were
periods when the process was very
tedious and slow, but still, the new
kind of life-view tha t gra dually e merged through my dreams w as reward
enough for all the hard w ork entailed.

"We need again what
was common in the
Renaissance:
Belief in the verbal
imagination and the
therapeutic incantational
power of words."
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a lie n. Bu t as always, my dreams
ca me to the rescue; they bega n to
guide me with advice o n how to use
suggestio ns. My dream voice explained that 1 sh•Juld not focus my
suggestions on the specific o rgan, this
wou ld o nly aggrava te the proble m. I
had to approach the problem in a
much more gentle and subtle way,
not to fight the illness. Were I to use a
frontal a ttack, it might p rove fa tal.
Instead, 1 ha d to strengthen my genera l hea lth at first, then use self-suggestions in a very roundabout way.

Transcendental Awareness?

James Hillman, Revisioning PsychoiQgy_

Years of lnten§ive
DreamWork
H ealing my many physical
problems took years of inte nsive
dreamwork and it is no te-worthy that
my health began to improve almost
immediately after becoming nonlucid. I don't know whether lucidity,
as a state of consc iousness, was directly harmful; maybe the main
reason for its detrimental effect was
that I had such serious problems that
I had not time to waste on nonessentials or entertainmen t, which I
felt lucidi ty to be. I had to "use" all
my dreaming ti me for hea ling
dreams in o rder to cu re myself.
I had no practice in using selfsuggestion, nor much theoretical
knowledge, so it was a slow trial and
error process. I used what seemed to
work. Being a verbal type, I could not
make much use of advice fou nd in
books; they were usually based on
visual imagination, which I found

F or some reason, lucidity has
mea nt for me unawareness, not
awareness, because it somehow p revented me fro m seeing future developments in my dreams. In my lucid
days, illness always was a strike o ut
of the blue a nd I could do nothing to
prevent it. My verbal non-lucid
dreams ha ve significa ntly changed
this. They both warn me of illnessprovoking developments and guide
me in self-healing. Isn' t that awareness in the most meaningful sense?
Strangely eno ugh, even now when I
have a dream that resembles my former lucid dreams, it makes me feel
weaker and vu lnerable. Although
now I know w ha t to do: I use my
verba l suggestio ns to keep my nonlucidity intact, thus my aware ness is
unimpaired a nd my hea lth remains
in good condi tio n.
I would very much like to hear
about experiences of ot her verbal
dreamers or dreamers who have
fou nd that lucidity is not good for
them . My ad dress is :
Anja Savolaine n, Mannerhe imintie
144 A 25, 00270 Helsinki, Finla nd . I.}J
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for Dreamsharing
Ethical Dreamworkers , , ,
.,. Encourages those who have not yet discovered, or who are yet only beginning to discover, the
magic, revelation and enrichment which comes from valuing their dreams.
Not that they may know our dreams, but that they may know their own. fohn Ashbaugh
Honors the dream, the dreamer and the dreamsharing process. lngridM. Luke
= Encourages any dreamer's personal connection to, relationship with
and understanding of dreams and the mystery from which dreams emerge. Catherine Knapp
=

=

Offers encouragement to the dreamer for their efforts, knowing that any effort
will bear fruit. Regards all dreams and dreamers as sacred and as such,
treats them with respect, joy and humility. fan Janzen

Engages in the Art of Listening.
This involves listening to all that a dreamer says and above all, listening while keeping one's own
ideas about the dream on hold. Montague Ullman
=

Respects the integrity of dreamers; their vulnerability, weaknesses
and sexuality are to be honored, never exploited.
It is often useful to preface any remark with the idea: "if it were my dream ... " Jeremy Taylor
=

Honors and respects the dreamer's anonymity and confidentiality. WilLPhillips
=

=

Intuits the dreamer's boundaries and does not push the dreamer
to go beyond what feels safe. Deborah fay Hillman

Keeps in mind that dreams are more a mystery to behold than a puzzle to solve. Dreams are
about wonder, awe and imagination, in lieu of logic and literal thinking. Chuck Freeman

Enters a relationship with a dreamer and a dream, holding regard for the mystery of the dream
process and respect for the sacredness of the individual's personal discovery of truth. Valerie Meluskey
=

~~ Refrains from telling the dreamer what his or her dream means;
we never know anyway. When we feel that we do know, at best we know
what it would mean if it were our own dream. Dick McLeester
= Recognizes that dreams can be viewed as holograms, offering various levels of meaning
and significance. Therefore, our challenge, when working with dreams is to continue searching
for th e layers within the dream and to allow the dream to "live" with us. Rosemary Watts

= Encourages each member in a dream group to take responsibility for the healthy functioning of
the group. This includes: setting rules for the group; speaking up when rules are broken and/ or the
group is not working for you; checking from time to time to make sure
the group's process is working for everyone. Micki Seltzer

Relaxes when working on another's dream and trusts that s / he
does not have to know the answers. Karen Surman Paley
Respects the dreamer's right to end the dreamwork at any time. Will Phillips
34
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Regional Networkers/Dream Contact Persons
We are proud to assist in making quality dream-related information and resources available to yo u via the
willingness of these Contact persons. All are committed to the value of dream s; each has their own area of
interest and/ or expertise and can help point the way to the most appropriate resources to meet your needs. Most
are available to answer questions from any calle~ regardless of location. Some Contacts have f>pecial conditions,
such as times they are available for phone conversations. If no specific time is indicated, assume that you can
call at anytime and that you may get an answering machine. When leaving a message on a long distance call,
expect a collect call in return. Respect each contact person's needs / requests insofar as time availability. Please
use your own discretion and intuition if offered services.
Toward better human understanding and communications!
ALASKA
Tima Priess
907.479.6553
Animals/Planetary H ealing
Alaska
Billie Jo Secrist
POB 020610, Juneau AK 99802
General Resou rces & Info
Juneau

CALIFORNIA
Linda Atnip 213.660.4580
Dream Creations, Theatre
Southern CA
Marcia Lauck 408.264.4570
Dreams & Consciousness
SF Bay Area / USA
Fred Olsen 415.33-DREAM
Dream ReEntry /Hea ling
Northern CA
Ronald Otrin 916.926.4980
General Resources, Groups
Siskiyou County, CA
Ruth Sacksteder 510.549.2162
Lucid Dreaming
7- 9 p.m. Pacific Time
Grea ter SF Bay Area
Sandra Thomson 213.464.6584
General Resources & Groups
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Pacific Time
Santa Barbara -San Diego, CA

CANADA
Jan Janzen
Box 437, Tofino, B.C. VOR 2ZO
Lucid, hypnogogic, Tibetan
Writen communication only
Canada/ International
Suzanne Nadon 519.371.6060
Creativity & Lifestyle, Jung
Ontario / Native Community

COLORADO
Julia Lane 303.243.4534
Dream Art/ Abuse/Recovery
Western Slope of Colorado

CONNECTICUT
Father Joseph Sedley
203.521.0440
12 Step/Spiritual
& Emotional Growth
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Greater Hartford, CT nrea

FLORIDA
Will Phillips 407.2965771
General Resources, Groups
Floridn I U.S.A

Ruth Dreamdigger
305.745.1218
Rt.2 Box5 14 Summ erland 33042
Genera l Info & Resources
Florida Keyes

NEW JERSEY

NEW YORK

GEORGIA

Catherine Knapp
315.662.3172
General Resources & Groups
Central NY
Harold Ellis 516.796.9455
Gen.Resources, Dream dr<1ma
NY/NJ
Leon VanLeeuwen
212.888.0552
General Resources, groups
NY, NY

Adrienne Anbinder
404 .446.9316
General Resources, Groups
State of Georgia
Walt Stover 404.565.6215
General Resources, Pre-Cog
SouthEastern States

HAWAII
Frances Ring 808.637.9241
Dream Art, Cnslr.lnfo & Groups
Hawaiian Islands

NORTH CAROLINA

INDIANA

AI Phillips 704.553.9508
General Info & Resources
NO & SO Carolina

Phil Schuman 219.422.5133
Genera l resources, researcher
State of Indiana

KANSAS
Steve Carter 316.263.8896
General Resources & Groups
M / Th /Fr eves; Sat. p.m.
Kansas/No. Oklahoma

MASSACHUSETTS
Edith Gilmore 617.371.1619
Lucid, General, Groups
Early evenings
Boston / MetroWest MA
Dick McLeester
413.772.6569
General Resources
Greater New England / W.MA
Karen Surman Paley
508.687.5090
Survivors of sexual abuse I
Multiple Personality Disorder
8-9 p.m. EST
U.S.A.

MISSOURI
Dean McClanahan
417.749.2508
General, Jung, UFO
Springfield/State of MO.
Rosemary Watts 314.432.7909
General resources, Creative!
St. Louis & State of MO

NEWHAMPSHIRE
Charlotte Bell 603.529.7779
General Resources & Info
Northern N.H.

TEXA~

Valerie Melusky 609.921.3572
Genera l Info & Groups
PA/NY / NJ

OHIO
Noreen Wessling
. 513.831.7045
General Info & Groups
Ohio
Margaret Honton
614.885.0823
Genera l Resources & Groups
Ohio Slate
Micki Seltzer 614.267.1341
Genera l Resouces & Groups
Evenings
Ohio State

1

OREGON
Graywolf/Fred Swinney
503.476.0492
Dreams & Consciousness
International / NW States
Ingrid M. Luke 503.867.6899
General Info & Resources
Pacific Northwest / OREGON
Patricia Keelin
503.241.0477
Lucid / Dream Light
9 a.m . - 5 p.m.
P<~cific Northwest I Portland

PENNSYLVANIA/OHIO
Mena Potts, Ph.D.
614.264.4444
Experiential Dream Groups &
l'arapsychical dreams
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Central PA I N.E. Ohio

Chuck Freeman
210.478.2000
Pastoral Co unselor
Soul-Centered Thera py
Austin
Dwight 817.534.8257
Gen. Res. Lucid , ESP
10- 11 a.m.
Fl. Worth

UTAH
Ruth Hoppe 801.583.1405
General Resources & Groups
Early evenings
No. UT / WY / ID
Roberta Ossana 801.259.5936
General Resources & Groups
Four CJrners
Aurrhi.1
POB 232, Springdale UT 84767
Spiritual dimension
Write only
SW Utah

WASHINGTON
Bob Coalson 206.582.1467
Nightmares, Senoi, Sandplay
Pacific North west
Judith Picone 206.745.3545
General Resources & Groups
N.W. ID / MN / WA
Oran Walker 206.726.7982
Eclectic Professional Counselor
Seattle, WA
Lee Piper
206.745.3545 (message phone)
General Resources / Native
Pacific NW / ID / MN

WASHINGTON D.C.
Rita Dwyer 703.281.3639
General Resources, Groups
Metropolitan D.C. area

WISCONSIN
John Ashbaugh
414.285.3055
General Info & Resources
Madison / Milwaukee, WI
Rene Rovik, Hypnotherapist
608.259.0309
Self-educated lucid dreamer
Madison, WI

~
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BACK ISSUES of /Jrclllll \!t'lwork

EDITORIAL POLICY

We encourage readers to submit articles focused on
dreams and mythology- preferably ·with complementary
graphics or photos- which will be empowering for our
readers. We accept articles ranging from experiential to
Vol.6 No.3- The Spirit of the Dream > The Sacred
scholarly accounts and ask you to share techniques and
Dream Place> Latin American Liberation Dreams
insights from experiences with effective, creative dream
Vol.7 No.1- Dreams as Initiations > Dream Writwork in our Dream Education/Art of Dreamsharing
ing> Shared Dreaming > Safe Sex& the Erotic Dream Section.
We invite your Questions and accounts of personal
Vol.7 No.2- Harmonic Convergence >Dreams &
experience involving dreams, from workable methods,
Health > Bringing Dreams to Children > Lucid Dreaming
transformative experience ... to informal sharing, synVol.9 No.1- Making Dreams Real >Shapes of the
chronicity, or insight gained in groups and therapy.
Future> Three Perspectives on Dream Groups
Your Questions, Explorations 1111d Opinions are welcome for our Responses/Letters to the Editor column.
Vol.9 No.4- Dreams as Gateways to the 'Other
We encourage you to list dream groups forming or
Side': Exploring dreams in which those who have
needing new members, dream related research requests
died appear> Interview with Arnold Mind ell >
Turning Crisis into Opportunity> It's Never Too Late and to noti fy us of quality dream related eve nts, services
or books which would be of interest to the readership ...
Vol10. No.1- Healing the Child Within through
for our Classified section. Related sidebars and quotes are
Dreams >Doing Dream work with Children >
always
needed.
Bringing Dreams Back to Christianity> A Family
Typewritten double-spaced manuscripts are essential,
Honors Dreams > The Resurrection and the Life
approximately 2000 words. (We prefer both hard copy and
Vol. 10 Nos. 2&3 -Healing Our Souls/Healing the computer disk submissions.) Reprod ucible black and
Earth. Limited copies of this special double issue
white original art work & photos are welcomed; photoavailable at $10: Dreaming to Heal the Earth > What
copies are acceptable. Please include SASE with submisis the Relationship of Dream to Myth> Earth Circle:
sion and / or request for guidelines.
Dream of the Five Golden Coins> The Council Process
Dream Network Journal reserves the right to edit all
Vol. 10 No.4 -Overcoming Addictions: Can Our
material submitted for publication.
Dreams Help? One Dream at a Time > Twelve Steps
and Dreams > Kicking the Smoking Habit > Hard
~~~~ ri':V?~.t~.~=n.~
Places and Rocks > Storytelling and Sobriety & more
;:JIJ,!Il~J,~.fjj. ,~~~LI ~
Vol.11 No.1 - Women's Dreams: Look Into the Face _ .
of the Mother> Three Women on Dream Island >
(
~·very
Dream Categories: Part One > Lilith Speaks: The Dark I
I
Goddess Comes in Dreams> One Woman 's Journey I
I
Vol. 11 No. 2 - Men's Dreams: Knights Without
I TA l'fh
I
Armor> Defining the "Real Man" > The Mythic
I ... v t
I
World of the Shaman > Beyond the Vision Quest
I
I
Vol. 11 No. 3 - Relationships Mature Relation1
I
ships: Symbolic, Cognitive & Cultural Reflections on a 1 Subscribe Now! * * Give the Gift for all 1
Dream >Heads & Tails> Dream Helper Ceremony> I
Yt
d ll 0
·
*
1
Dream Symbols & Stimulating Associations
• ear a~ a
cca~sz~ns
.
. Vol. 11 N~. 4 - Androgyny: The Uni?n of Oppo- !~SpeCial Hobday Subscnphons Pnces ·" :
sttes The Wisdom-Jewel Dream > Warnor > Star Wars
$18 for your Self or for a Gift
_.
$16 for each additional Year or Gift
I
Vol. 12 No. 1 - Animals in Dreams. > From Extinct
to Instinct> They Come Silent; They Speak in Dreams
·
Canada / Mexico, Add $6/Foreign, Add $12
I
>The Lake of Grief: A Different Kind of Beast
•
for First Class Postage. U.S. Funds, please.
I
Vol. 12 No. 2 - More Creatures: Birds, Insects, Fish 1
I
in Dreams >Heron Sunrise> The Adventure of Start- I NAME
1
ing Your Own Dream Group> My Lord Who Hums
1
1
Vol. 12 No.3- Flora, Stones & Crystals in Dreams IADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _· - - - - - - - I
> Invitation : A Dream Tree Odyssey> The Dream Poet IciTY / ST / ZIP
I
& Creative Writing >The Thing with Leaves> You
1
1
Meet the Nicest People in Your Dreams
I
(Please use an a dditional sheet for multiple supscription')
I
Vol. 12 No. 4 - Water, Earth, Air & Fire in Dreams
to Dream Network, PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532
I
>Interviews with Russell Lockhart & Brant Secunda> I
(or l-800-345-0096 (MC/V ISA Welcome)
1
Jeweled Medicine Wheel> Probing the Depths
\..._ -~V.&.$iLP!J~U~.!.iO..X QB£L!E.1J:!IBQ_RM ../
$5.95 each; Quantities limited. Allow 6- 8 weeks for
delivery or send $1 per issue for first class postage.
(Vol. 1 - 6 No. 2 Sold Out. Write for reprint information.)

$
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Exploring lucid & ESP dreams
Contact C.D. RUSSELL
3424 Falcon Dr .. Fort Worth TX 76119
Ph: 817.534.8257.
Weekly home study group. No fee
CLARA STEWART FLAGG. Senoi
Dream Education. Monthly Sat.
Workshops ; ongoing groups . 11657
Chenault St. #303 LA, CA 90048
Ph : 310.476.8243
THE DREAM HOUSE Re-entry
groups and dreamwork training.
Individual sessions and tutoring (in
person/by phone) audio tapes,
networking. Fred Olsen, Dir.
241 Joost Ave SF, CA 94110
Ph 415.33 DREAM

STANLEY KRIPPNER & INGRID
KEPLER MAY. Drawing from dream
interpretation & other systems. Wed. &
Thurs.: 7:30-9pm. San Francisco, CA.
Ph:415 .327.6776
MICHAEL KATZ
Lucid Dreaming and beyond.
Transpersonal approaches for creative
dreams and waking.
Individuals and groups.
Manhatten, NY Ph: 212.260.8371
CYNTHIA KOHLES, M.S.W.
Dream Group, Thursday evenings.
No fee. Santa Rosa, California
Ph: 707.526.2500

PEGGY SPECHT Dream group meets
every Wed . 7:30pm in No. Toronto
CANADA No charge to attend
Ph:416.25 1.5164

Creativity Dream Workshop
Contact SHERRY HEALY
8101 Main Street,
Ellicott City, MD 21043 No Fee
Ph: 301.465.0010 or 800.235.8097

RON OTRIN
Monday nights @ 7pm
2601 North Old Stage Rd . # 30
Mount Shasta, CA 96067
Ph : 916.926.4980 No fee

SHIRLEE MARTIN:
Monthly dream group in
San Francisco.
Nofee. Phone:415.258.9112

Pines Dream Sharers
Enjoy the warmth and support of
like-minded seekers. All welcome!
Meets monthly in Cincinnati area
Contact Noreen Wessling
5429 Overlook Drive,
Milford, OH 45150
Ph : 513.831.7045

Dream sharing Grassroots Network
Excellent contact information for new
explorers. Serving Metro
NY/No. NJ/Lower CN areas.
For information write : PO Box 8032
Hicksvi lie, NY 11802-8032
or Ph. 516.796.9455

Valerie Meluskey, Ph.D.
Groups for learning about creative
and lucid dreaming.
~];/
Day and Evening Groups
1\
$25 per session
Princeton, NJ
· Ph: 609.921 .3572

-:;-*-:F

Columbus, OH Dream Appreciation
group. Peer-led. Meets Wednesdays
midday, OSU campus area.
Contact MARGARET HONTON
Ph: 614.885.0823
ALAN SIEGEL, Ph. D.
Dream Groups/Workshops
Berkeley /San Francisco
Phone: 510.652.4185

Announcement of Seventh Annual
Imich Contest:
Exceptional Human Experiences
$1000 in prize money wi ll be
awarded the winners of Dr.
Alexander Imich's seventh essay
contest, which is on Exceptional
Human Experiences (EHEs).
Religious ecstasy, Marian visions
and other apparitions, feelings of
unity with another or with the
universe, nature, or humanity, neardeath experiences (NDEs); out-ofbody experiences (OBEs);
awareness of events distant in space
or time; knowledge of the thoughts
of inner conditions of others; falling
in love; creative inspiration;
kundalini experience; exceptional
performance surpassing normal
capacities in art, sport, or everyday
life; hauntings, poltergiests and
encounters with UFOs, crop circles
and other anomalies.
All of the above are types of
exceptional human experience.
Some EHE's have positive, some
negative and some no evident aftereffects. Contestants are asked to
recall all theirEHEs and to describe
how their lives were, or were not,
influenced by them.
Entries not exceeding25 pages
should be sent in triplicate, not later
than December 31, 1994, to
PSI Center
2 Plane Tree Lane
Dix Hills, NY 11746

Di§l!lay & Clas§i.fh~d_Ad§jn_!h~_D!~!!m Network
DISPLAY ADS: Call or Write for information: 1337 Powerhouse Lane Ste 22, Moab, UT 84532 Ph : 801. 259.5936
CLASSIFIED ADS: All Sale Items, Groups, Events and Services requesting fees:
$10 per Issue, $35 per year ( 41ssues); limited to 20 woras
50¢ per word beyond 20 words.
('No fee' Dream Groups and Research Projects will be listed free as a service to dreams & dream education.)
We request of those conducting research that they provide follow-up informational articles in the Orca111 Network.

Ads are accepted at the discretion of the puNisher. ON] does not endorse nor take responsil>ility for the contents or quality
of nny ads that appear here, although we encourage render feedback and wili discontinue ads ji>r which <PC receive mmplnints.
The Network needs an Advertising Solicitor!. (Phone 801.259.5936 to discuss.)
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CREATIVE DREAM
GROUPS & WORKSHOPS
Utilizing Jungian, expressive and
integrative dreamwork methods.
Contact Marlene King, M.A., 6501
S.W.Macadam, Portland, OR 97201
Ph : 503 .293.1757
New Woodstock, NY Dream Group
(Cazenovia/Syracuse area) No fee.
Contact Catherine Knapp
Ph: 315.662.3172
DREAM STREAMS -Meets 1st Tues.
of the month from 7- 9p.m.
Contact: Linda Rosenthal, PO Box 203,
Chalfont, PA 18914-0203
Bucks/Montco, PA area
Ph:215.822.5951

Maplestone Dream Group
Meets every Monday night. No fee.
Phone Suzanne Nadon at
519 .371.6060 for information
Owen Sound, Ontario Canada
Southwest, Four Corners Area
Contact Roberta Ossana, M.A.
Offers consultation and information to
provide a strong foundation for
dreamsharing and groups.
Moab, UT 84532 Ph: 801.259.5936
Dream group focusing on personal
growth , grief, creative blocks . $20 per
session . Contact Julia Lane, Grand
Junction, CO. Ph: 303 .243.4534
Supportive dreamwork group forming.
No leader, no fee. Upper West side .
Jeanne O'Donnell, 228 W. 71st St. 6A
New York, NY1 0023
Ph : 212.496.7823
Anyone interested in joining a home
study group in the Boston area, please
contact Thill, Milton, MA
Ph: 617.698.5158 No fee.
Wichita, KS Dream Group
Contact: STEVE CARTER
7627 E. 37th N. #2101 . No fee.
Phone: 316.636.2906
New discussion group starting for
committed lucid dreamers to share
experience. No fee. Philadelphia Area
Ph : 215.879.6040

ilfu ,-~
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ulf You Build It, They Will come."
We have created a listing of committed and resourceful Contact Persons
who are willing to make quality dream-related information and reliable
contacts more readily available to dream questors (see pg. 35). If you are
interested in becoming active -- and li sted-- as a con tact for yo ur city,
state or region, please send letter/resume or call Dream Network asap.
In this way we become a more viable, ZJisible and vital network of autonomous individuals and groups, making ou rselves available to provide
quality guidance & resources to individuals pursuing information about
dreams and to those who are interested in joining or starti ng dream groups.
You may even choose to coordinate conferences & events in your area!

ANN RICHARDS
Weekly Dream Group:
DREAMS, JUNG AND ART
workshops, ongoing bulletin.
SASE to 6720 Arbor Dr. #209
Miramar, FL 33023
Ph: 305.983.4 795

METRO D.C. COMMUNITY.
Open To All
who share an interest in dreams.
1st Sat. each month, 1-5pm Patrick
Henry Library 101 Maple Ave. E
Vienna VA. Info: contact Rita Dwyer
Ph : 703 .281 .3639 No fee

Bay Area Lucid Dream Group
For committed lucid dreamers of all
levels of accomplishment and experience. Monthly meetings on Sunday
P.M. No fee. Berkeley location.
Contact Ruth Sacksteder
Ph : 510.549.2162

Greater.Boston I Cambridge area.
Write or Phone Dick McLeester
@ New Dreamtime, PO Box 92
Greenfield, MA 01302
Ph: 413.772.6569

NEW ENGLAND CONTACT

Dreamers Still Dreaming
Format: Open-ended concept
presentation & interpretation . Bimonthly
meeting near downtown Portland , OR.
No fee, no leader. Contact :
Kate Hammond, Ph: 503 .241 .0950
Center for Dream Creations
Dream Training groups and education.
Creativity and dreams,
shamanic dream work.
Fariba Bogzaran & Daniel Deslauri ens
PO Box 170667, SF, CA 9411 7
Ph: 415. 386.8994

EDITH GILMORE
Egalitarian dream study & interpretation
group meets monthly in my home.
No fee 112 Minot Rd.,
Concord, MA 01742
Ph : 508.371.1619
EDGAR CAYCE Dream Workshop .
Meets every Monday night from
7-9pm. Please contact Leon B. Van
Leeuwen at 212.888.0552 NY
Explore Your Dreams
Dream Group meets every other
Tuesday 1Oam - Noon. No fee
Contact Judith Picone,
Edmonds, WA 206.745.3545
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Give Yourself or
Someone You Love

-- The Art -of Dreamsharing
& Developing
Dream Groups

Janine Blaeloch is seeking dreams by
women about bears, as well as any
ideas about what the dream(s) meant to
you . Stories of encounters in the
outdoors are also sought. Anonymity
respected , if requested . Please write:
PO Box 95545,
Seattle , WA. 98145-2545

FOR SALE: DREAM LIGHT!
MANUFACTURED BY THE
LUCIDITY INSTITUTE
$400 .00 or Best Offer
Call Norm Newhouse at
415.368.9130

Anyone doing conscious explorations of
the dreamscape and/or hypnagogic
states related to the Tibetan method of
lucid dreaming, please respond . Can
we exchange illformation, do some
"mapping ," trade techniques, etc .?
Write to Jan Janzen, Box 437, Totino,
B.C., Canada VOR 2ZO

ART-o,:-TbE-SouL
GREETING Ca.RbS

A 44 page Booklet of valuable

Information & Ideas
from the
Dream Network
Containing the best articles
from our 12 year publication
history on ethics, hints and
insights for dreamsharing oneto-one or in dream groups.

$5 each + $1 P&H
to: Dream Network
PO Box 1026
Moab, UT 84532-3031

Trisha Feuerstein seeks dolphin/whale
dreams for a book on psychological/
spiritual significance of dolphins/whales.
Mail submissions to PO Box 1030
Lower Lake, CA 95457
Ph : 707.928.5751

• Universal visions
• Multi-cultural images
• Archetypal realm odysseys
• Ceremonial Enactment of Spirit
• Sacred passages of Beauty-SHE

PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532-3031

• Dreamtime Rememberings

I seek a perspective on our culture's
influence on our d reams, specifically
interested in TV's influence, but
welcome other media dreams as well .
Contact C.D. Russell 3424 Falcon Dr.
Ft. Worth, TX 76119

original art by

ffia.Ry

DreamCatchers -

Dream Networkers have established a
collection point for your 'Visionary
Dreams', those gifted for the larger
human & Earth community.
What piece of the puzzle do you hold?
Watch for the forms that will be created I
Submit written dreams & expressions to

Sa.t~n-ffia.RlE

ANCIENT BEAUTY STUDIO
P. 0 . Box 704 , Mount Shasta, CA 96067
916-926-4232

inquire about original art, exhibitions, ceremonial
Handcrafted with colorful leather
presentations and commissioned soul paintings
wrapping, feathers a nd several cha kra
-color flyer available stones -- obsidian, garne t, citrin e, rose 11--- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - quartz (or malacite), la pis, ame thyst
and clear quartz -- to validate and
-b~enhance yo ur dreaming.

6inch:$18
9inch:$27
12 inch: $36
, _ + $1 P&H for all sizes

ROSEMARY WATTS
DREAM COUNSELOR
Available for one-on-one counseling ,
mail-in dream analysis, telephone
consultations, lectures and workshops.
Contact: 2126 Oak Drive ,
St. Louis, MO 63131 Ph : 314.432 .7909

(UT residents, add 6% sales tax.)

Orders to: ON PO Box 1026
Moab, UT 84532-3031
In cooperation w ith

Dreamcrajters, Taos, NM

"LISTEN TO YOUR DREAMS"
Bumper stickers; blue on white vinyl.
$3 each ; $1 .80 each for 10 or more .
to: Will Phillips , 1269 Bunnell Road
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714

Kelly Bulkley seE-ks dream reports that
include 1) images of nuclear war or
nuclear bombs, and/or 2) images of the
"end of the world" or the "apocalypse"
for a study of the psychological, cultural
and spiritual dimensions of nuclear war.
Please send any such reports to 226
Amherst Ave., Kensington, CA 94 708.
Richard Ross in researching dreams
and altered states of consciousness on
extra-terrestrial abduction experiences
and other dreams of related phenomena. Write : 5800 Sedgefield Or. ,
Austin, TX 78746
M . A . counseling student , Julia Lane,
is researching the effects of dreams on
grief and addiction recovery .
Write 175 Rainbow Drive
Grand Junction, CO 81503
or Ph : 303 .243.4534
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